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Lemon Creek class action suit seeks evacuees’ stories
Marilyn James, who introduced
the meeting by welcoming
residents to Sinixt territory, agreed.
“Everything that impacted us from
that spill is going to go on and on
through the years with every spring
freshet, rinsing the toxins out into the
ecosystem. We’re going to see it for
years to come.”
James praised Marilyn Burgoon
for launching the private prosecution
that led to the federal government
taking the case, pressing charges
against the provincial government
and Executive Flight Centre. “If we
keep it going, because Marilyn stood
up this time, the next time someone
will stand up. The government only
understands what hits them in the
pocketbook, so assess your losses.
Don’t let them get away with this.”
The class action applies to all
2,700 property owners within the
spill zone that extends from the Little
Slocan and Lemon Creek to Pass
Creek. If you were an owner, renter,
leaser, or occupier of property on
July 26, 2013, you are automatically
included in the class; you do not have
to register to be included. There is an
opportunity to opt out of the class but
there will be future notices about that.
Aaron has retained a private
investigator, Ken Fort, to make
a report that will potentially be
taken to court and the negotiating
room to make a claim for specific
damages. The evacuees’ survey is
not designed to determine diminution
of property value at this stage, only
expenses incurred in the course of
evacuation, and from losing the “use
and enjoyment” of your property.
“For example, you couldn’t
harvest your crops, or you had to go
to Nelson to do your laundry because
you couldn’t do it at home. Everyone
has a different story and we want to

hear your stories,” said Aaron.
Receipts aren’t needed yet, just
written details, such as noticing fuel
sheen or odour in your water supply
or plumbing, soil contamination,
interruption in the use of your garden,
etc. Personal injuries or losses should
be recorded from the day of the spill
forward. If out-of-pocket expenses
are ongoing, these can also be listed.
Aaron alluded to the various other
prosecutions currently underway,
including a separate one filed by Jim
Ross for personal injury for anyone

who was in the evacuation zone and
claims to have suffered injury due
to the spill. That action has been
commenced by a notice of civil
claim but hasn’t yet been certified.
The lawsuit was filed to meet legal
limitation periods and thereby ensure
the protection of residents’ rights.
Aaron said the whole affair has
become a tangled web of legal
actions, with a separate action
filed by EFC against the Province
claiming indemnity. Meanwhile, the
Province has filed action against EFC
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and their driver Danny Lasante for
compensation of cleanup costs.
“The defendants don’t dispute
the facts — that the spill happened,
that the driver was Danny Lasante,
etc.” said Aaron. “What they’re
disputing is who’s at fault.”
Deadline for the survey has
been extended to October 2. A
downloadable copy is available
at https://rklitigation.ca/2017/09/
lemon-creek-fuel-spill-class-actionevacuee-statement-availabledownload/.
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by Art Joyce
If you were one of the 2,700
property owners evacuated during
the July 26, 2013 fuel spill in Lemon
Creek, now’s your chance to tell
your story.
Slocan Valley activist Marilyn
Burgoon and lawyer David Aaron
hosted a meeting at the Slocan Park
Hall the evening of September 10 to
distribute surveys for evacuees. The
survey is also included in this edition
of the Valley Voice. Residents are
asked to detail the personal impacts
of the spill in terms of actual out-ofpocket expenses incurred during the
evacuation, such as transportation,
accommodation, meals, cost of
daycare or child care, water supply,
telephone and utility costs, etc.
Aaron stressed that the class
action lawsuit is in the initial
information gathering stage, not
assessing long-term financial
damages – that will come later. The
class action, originally initiated by
valley resident Robert Kirk, was
certified by a judge on May 3 this
year. In a class action suit, there
are no costs should the case be lost,
whereas in individual prosecutions,
defendants’ costs can be charged to
the plaintiff.
Aaron’s team, the Vancouver
legal firm Rosenberg-Kosakosky,
has also hired biologists and
fisheries experts to prepare a report.
Meanwhile, environmental damages
are being assessed in the separate case
currently being tried by the Public
Prosecution Service of Canada.
“It’s British Columbia’s first
environmental class action lawsuit
ever, so congratulations to you in
the valley for making history,” Aaron
told residents. “Unfortunately, you
also have to bear the consequences;
it’s been devastating for all of you.”

Christina Harder, REALTOR®
Phone 250-226-7007

Rodrigo and Donna Campos of Yellow Point Blues Farm on Vancouver Island won Best Garlic Wreaths for the second year running at the Hills
Garlic Fest, September 10. More photos, story on page 14.

Visitor Information – Pages 16 & 17
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The Spine adaptive mountain bike trail now open
by Jan McMurray
A group of about 20 enthusiastic
mountain bikers of all levels celebrated
the opening of the Spine adaptive trail
on September 16. The trailhead is eight
kilometres up West Wilson Creek Road
in Rosebery.
The Spine is a three-kilometre
extension of the popular Butter
mountain bike trail and has been
built to a standard to accommodate
adaptive mountain bikes for people in
wheelchairs.
This is the first purpose-built
adaptive mountain biking trail in
the Kootenays. Both Nakusp and
Revelstoke are currently building
adaptive mountain biking trails,
following closely behind Rosebery.

The ribbon was cut by Tara
Llanes, who is leading the way for
adaptive mountain biking in BC. A
professional mountain biker from
1996 to 2007, she had a bad crash in
September 2007 and ended up in a
wheelchair. Llanes was involved in
planning the Spine Trail.
“There were so many people who
believed in this and made it happen,”
she said. “BC, and this corridor in
particular, is the first place where people
believed in building adaptive trails

and ultimately in creating destination
tourism around them.”
The Spine Trail is a project of the
North Slocan Trails Society. Society
President Mike Koolen said the group
decided to build the adaptive trail to
add diversity to the trail inventory in
the area. “We’ve been working on
hiking trails, cross-country ski trails,
and snowshoeing trails, so this adds to
the diversity of the product. Adaptive
is innovative – it broadens trail use and
provides inclusivity.”
“The really wonderful thing about
adaptive trails is that anyone can ride
them,” Llanes says.
Indeed, mountain bikers of all levels
rode the Spine Trail on the opening day.
Koolen and Llanes had just been at a
Mountain Bike Tourism Symposium in
Revelstoke the day before the opening,
where they made a presentation about
adaptive trails along with Janis Neufeld
of Nakusp. “We were approached by
other trail managers who are looking
at including adaptive trails into their
systems as well, so I think we’ll see a
lot more of that kind of trail building in
the future,” said Koolen. “Our plan is
to speak to other trail managers in the
Kootenays – Kaslo, Castlegar, Nelson,
Rossland – to get them thinking about

bringing adaptive trails into their trail
planning.”
Another exciting development
for adaptive trails is the release of the
guidelines for adaptive mountain bike
trail design. This 17-page document,
written by Tara Llanes and Mark
Wood, will be an excellent resource for
trail societies, trail builders, and land
managers interested in building adaptive
trails. The document is available at
trailholistics.com.
The four-member trail crew
worked from May through September
1 to complete the Spine Trail. They had
established the trail corridor with heavy
equipment prior to the shut-down of
the forest due to the hot, dry weather
this summer, and finished off the trail
work using hand tools – picks, shovels
and rakes. The paid crew included
Sonja Lercher, Mike Meloche, Rob
Kozarchuk, and Tyler Paynton, with
Koolen and Greg McRae offering
volunteer support.

Kiosks have been installed at the
Spine and Butter trailheads, and signage
with maps will be posted there this fall.
The project included a workshop for
Lucerne School students in early June to
teach them about trail building.
The total project budget was

submitted
“It’s been a very long haul,” said
Slocan Valley Seniors’ Housing Society
president Rita Moir, “but we are really
pleased to announce final funding has

been approved for affordable seniors’
rental housing in the Village of Slocan.”
BC Housing, Columbia Basin
Trust (the Trust), the Village of Slocan,
Slocan Valley Economic Development
Commission, RDCK, Slocan Valley
Community Legacy Society, Heritage
Credit Union, Slocan Legion Branch
#276, Canada Mortgage and Housing
Corporation, local housing and trades
professionals and the entire local
community have contributed funds,
land, and many thousands of volunteer
hours toward making the $1.9 million
project a reality.
Along with the good news, there is
still one hurdle: the 12-suite project in
the heart of Slocan has been downsized
to eight units due to sharp increases in
construction materials and additional
requirements since initial budgeting two
years ago. BC Housing is encouraging
the society to pursue the additional four
units when a future program becomes
available.
“We’ll think of these eight units as
Phase One,” said Moir. “We’re so glad
to get going with these eight beautiful
suites, and construction will include the
infrastructure to get those final four done
as soon as possible.” The four-plexes,
directly behind the Slocan Library
and Wellness Centre, will include six
one-bedroom suites with lofts and two
two-bedroom suites.
BC Housing is contributing
$831,000 plus a low-interest mortgage,
the Trust is providing $269,000, and the
community, including those aged one
to ninety-one, raised more than $45,000
last year during a three-day Hike or Bike
for Housing. The Village contributed
land leased for $1 per year for 99 years,
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$55,000 and was funded by CBT
(Recreation Infrastructure Program and
Community Initiatives Program from
New Denver and Silverton), SIFCo, Rec
Sites and Trails BC, the New Denver
Community Pharmacy, Hills Recreation
Society, and Recreation Commission #6.

A group of about 20 enthusiastic mountain bikers of all levels celebrated the opening of the
Spine adaptive trail on September 16. The ribbon was cut by Tara Llanes.

Slocan seniors’ housing project to break ground this fall

SLOCAN PARK BRANCH
3014 HWY 6
SLOCAN PARK, BC
PHONE: 250-226-7212 • FAX: 250-226-7351

plus help with infrastructure, funding,
and permitting. Over $110,000 in pro
bono professional services have been
contributed by community professionals,
including building designer Eric Clough,
legal counsel Leon Pigott, and engineers
Ted Nunn and Dale Norman. Bartel
Skeete of Winlaw donated $25,000
worth of construction lumber.
“This has really been a group effort,”
said Moir, “but we especially want to
thank our team: building designer Eric
Clough and project coordinator Tamara
Smith, who worked doggedly with BC
Housing; Mark Brunton at the Trust; and
Slocan’s Mayor Jessica Lunn, council,
staff, and CAO Michelle Gordon. I also
want to thank our housing society staff
and board of 12 stalwart volunteers, who
have worked so hard and have held firm.
It is a big project for a small non-profit
society.”
The society publicly tendered
the project, and as a result, NDB
Construction (Nancy and Darin Berg)
of Castlegar was chosen and plans to
start construction this fall.
A 2015 Need and Demand Study
by housing consultant Ann Harvey
documented the great need for seniors’
housing: almost 50% of the Slocan
Valley population of 5,000 are age 50
or older, yet there are only 20 units of
affordable, purposely-built seniors’
rental housing, including the housing
society’s Passmore Lodge, in the 100-km
long mountain valley.
For more information, visit
www.svhousing.ca or Facebook.
com/svhousing and watch for
further announcements about official
celebrations and ground-breaking
ceremonies.
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100% Renewable Energy Model for the West Kootenays unveiled at Castlegar conference
by Jan McMurray
It is possible for the West Kootenay
region to transition to 100% renewable
energy by 2050, according to the West
Kootenay EcoSociety’s newly released
‘100% Renewable Energy Model for
the West Kootenays.’ The model was
unveiled at the Renewable Energy
and Energy Efficiency Conference,
September 7-9 at the Castlegar
Community Complex.
The energy model report was
commissioned by the West Kootenay
EcoSociety as part of its 100%
Renewable Kootenays initiative. The
society’s online petition has over 3,000
signatures from residents, businesses
and organizations across the region in
support of transitioning off fossil fuels
and on to 100% renewable energy
no later than 2050. The petition is
available to sign at www.ecosociety.ca/
RenewableKootenays.
“Across the Kootenays, thousands
of residents and dozens of businesses
have signed on to show their support
and this report only strengthens the case
that the transition to 100% renewable
energy is a realistic, achievable goal for
our region,” said Matthew Carroll, CoExecutive Director of the West Kootenay
EcoSociety.
The energy model calls for a 34%
reduction of overall energy use by 2050,
with the projected renewable energy
mix coming from hydroelectricity
(43.7%), solar photovoltaic (27.2%),
biomass electricity (11.8%), biomass
heating (10.6%), and renewable natural
gas (6.7%). The electrification of
transportation is the biggest factor in
the 34% reduction in energy demand.
Andras Beda, a Hungarian national
studying in Denmark, came to Nelson for
three months to be the energy researcher
on the project. Beda and Fiona Galbraith
of the EcoSociety presented the model at
the conference.
The biggest take-home message,
Beda said, is that 100% renewable is
technically achievable, “but we also
need to mention that it’s not just a
technological discussion. It’s an ongoing
discussion with politicians and citizens
as it’s happening. Working together,
with ongoing discussion, we can achieve
this.”
Interest from local and other
levels of government in the area was
apparent with over 60 local government
representatives and two area MPs
attending the conference on Friday,
which was called ‘Stakeholder Day.’
Galbraith and Beda made it clear
that the model is not the only way the
goal of 100% renewable energy can be
achieved. “It’s a scenario – not what
will happen for sure, but one possible
way the transition could happen. We’re
focusing on the best knowledge that we
have today,” said Galbraith. “It’s a place
to start,” Beda added.
The model didn’t look at wind,
geothermal, or microhydro because
of a lack of quantified data. “If we
had the information on geothermal
and microhydro, we could have less
dependence on solar and have a more
diverse portfolio,” Galbraith said. Beda
says the area has “huge potential in
geothermal, with the hot springs in the
region” but not much potential for highscale wind generation.

Beda and Galbraith acknowledged
that the biggest challenge in transitioning
to 100% renewable energy is the cost.
Beda pointed out that the cost of
renewable technology is decreasing
rapidly. Galbraith said that from a
utility’s perspective, extreme weather
events can cost a company millions of
dollars, so when that is factored in, “it’s
quite a different scenario.”
The other argument against
renewable energy is that the technology
is dependent on the weather. The solution
to this, he said, is to diversify the
portfolio and have as many different
types of renewable energy in the mix
as possible.
“When we say 100% renewable
energy, we mean net renewable energy,
not replacing all fossil fuels with
renewable forms of energy,” explained
Beda. “So we’d still need fossil fuels in
big demand times, but we’d produce
surplus energy with renewables, so over
a year, we’d produce more energy from
renewables than from fossil fuels.”
A panel discussion at the conference
highlighted three local initiatives: the
Nelson Solar Garden, FortisBC’s
renewable natural gas, and the Accelerate
Kootenays electric vehicle charging
station network.
Carmen Proctor spoke about the
Nelson solar garden, which came into
operation in June. Nelson Hydro pre-sold
panels at $923 each, and will credit the
investors’ hydro accounts, similar to a net
metering program. Because the project is
so new, there is no data available yet on
the performance of the system.

Carol Suhan of FortisBC spoke
about the company’s renewable natural
gas (RNG) program. Fortis is the only
utility in North America offering RNG.
RNG is methane that has been cleaned
up to pipeline quality and is fully
interchangeable with conventional
natural gas. Suhan said it would cost
residential customers about $5 per month
more than they pay for conventional
natural gas and commercial customers
about $30 per month more.
“The more people who buy it, the
greater the business case to look for more
supply. We encourage you to support this
and sign up,” she said.
FortisBC has four suppliers of RNG
and three more in the works. She showed
a video featuring three suppliers – a farm
in Abbotsford that produces potatoes and
potato chips, the Salmon Arm landfill,
and a dairy farm in Delta. The video can
be viewed at Fortisbc.com/rng.
Trish Dehnel of the Community
Energy Association spoke about the
network of electric vehicle charging
stations that will be installed throughout
the West Kootenay by early 2018. There
will be 13 fast chargers, primarily along
Hwys 3 and 1, and 40 Level 2 chargers.
This will be Canada’s first publicly
owned rural network of EV chargers,
providing 1,870 kilometres of connected
EV travel.
The conference offered plenty of
information and inspiration, including
keynotes by Andrea Reimer of
Vancouver City Council on Vancouver’s
work towards the ‘greenest city’
initiative and towards achieving 100%

renewable energy; Jay Heaman of
Oxford County, Ontario, a rural region
that is working towards achieving 100%
renewable energy; breakout exercises on

Friday with stakeholders; workshops on
Saturday (public day) on climate law,
solar systems, renewable natural gas,
energy conservation, and more.

Reality check on Mosquito
reduction effort in the Slocan Valley

I have lived here in the Slocan Valley for more than 20 years and have earned
the privilege to voice my concern about the mosquito infestation in the river
lowlands of the Slocan Valley. Every year (not every 4 years) the mosquitos
take over the valley for 2–3 months; parents take their children out of the
valley to save them from the bites and resultant infections, those that can,
relocate their animals out of the valley and those that can’t watch in horror
as they are ravaged by hoards of mosquitos driving them mad, losing their
fur though incessant scratching and leaving them unable to forage for food
as they are so busy trying to avoid getting bitten…
Some people like to pick and choose bits of information from the internet to
use at their discretion. Here is some readily available information for your
consumption: Mosquitoes cause millions of deaths every year. Mosquitoes
are one of the deadliest animals in the world. Their ability to carry and spread
disease to humans causes millions of deaths every year. In 2015 malaria alone
caused 438 000 deaths. The worldwide incidence of dengue has risen 30-fold
in the past 30 years, and more countries are reporting their first outbreaks of
the disease. Zika, dengue, chikungunya, and yellow fever are all transmitted to
humans by the Aedes aegypti mosquito. More than half of the world’s population live in areas where this mosquito species is present. Sustained mosquito
control efforts are important to prevent outbreaks from these diseases. There
are several different types of mosquitoes and some have the ability to carry
many different diseases. i.e. West Nile virus, which is already in the Province.
Bti has been used around world as an effective tool to reduce the plague of
mosquito borne infectious diseases. The World Health Organization (WHO)
endorses the use of Bti to control the spread of mosquito-borne infectious
diseases and has sponsored many studies that prove that the use of Bti is not
harmful to humans, animals, fish, birds or insects. Manual (backpack) spraying of Bti only in and around mosquito breeding grounds, which are typically
standing or stagnant water, would concentrate its application in areas that are
not typically used for water sources, further reducing any possible concerns.
We will never be able to eradicate all of the mosquitos but if they could be
reduced to a tolerable level, like the rest of the Valley, then this would be a
vast improvement on our quality of life. Come on people, let’s be reasonable
and show a little empathy towards those that are effected by the mosquito
epidemic. If you do live between Winlaw Bridge and Perrys Siding and in
particular in close proximity to the swampy/flooded areas adjacent to the
river then you know what I mean and I urge you support the use of Bti if and
when there is a referendum. At the very least listen to the arguments with
an open mind.
Jane Leander, Arica Gardens
Winlaw
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Baddabing,
Baddaboom

Donald had one of his tirades, his rants:
“Somebody send me a sycophant!
Someone who’ll grovel, give my rear a
big smooch.”
Out with Spicey; in with the Mooch.
You’ll never believe this – so soon, but
it’s true
Just a couple days later, the Mooch was
out, too.
Replaced by Gen. Kelly, a man among
men,
Who, each morning, exclaims, “Ahhh,
Napalm again!”
Kristen Jacks
South Slocan

Wake up,
Prime Minister
Trudeau

Enough talk on Indigenous
rights. We need action. Ten years
is far too long to wait; the tenth
anniversary of the UN Declaration
on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples
should be an impossible-to-ignore
wake-up call to Prime Minister
Trudeau that respecting Indigenous
communities as equal partners is a
requisite part of reconciliation and a
priority for this country.
David Stewart
Kaslo

Back to school on
the climate bus

While many of our children
boarded the bus this week, some will
be concerned about issues bigger than
who might be their locker partner.
Each morning, we are all climbing
on to the ‘climate bus.’ We are really
not sure of the route and have given
up decision making to the driver. Our
collective, ‘whatever’ attitude needs
some serious adjustment. As parents
and voting adults, we can no longer
sit dis-interested on the climate bus.
We need to work with the driver to
establish the best route to our climate
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destination. As students and youth, we
need to ask our parents and teachers
why there does not seem to be any
real action being taken. We seem to be
doing everything as always. We hear
or read about storms, floods and smell
the smoke from fires at the back door;
but that comes from another box called
climate change. Well, it’s all the same
box and we are all on the same bus. We
need to take this journey very seriously
and become more involved with those
we have chosen to drive the bus.
Ron Robinson
Nelson

Climate action:
there’s no time
to wait

Those in power must stand up
for science. A great example is
French President Macron’s ‘Make
Our Planet Great Again’ campaign.
He has spoken openly in support of
climate scientists, and has gone as
far as inviting researchers to move
to France to help accelerate action
and deliver on the Paris agreement.
Scientists should forge connections
with leaders from policy, business
and civil society, helping to facilitate
understanding of the dramatic point
we’ve reached, and the real solutions
available.
In January, the Arctic Basecamp
brought scientists into high-level
discussions on global risk at the World
Economic Forum’s annual meeting.
Existing solutions must be scaled
up rapidly. With no time to wait,
all countries should adopt plans for
achieving 100% renewable electricity
production, while ensuring that
markets can be designed to enable
renewable energy.
There will always be those who
hide their heads in the sand and ignore
the global risks of climate change. But
there are many more of us committed
to overcoming this inertia. Let us stay
optimistic and act boldly together.
Yvonne James
Nakusp

EDITORIAL / LETTERS POLICY

The Valley Voice welcomes letters to the editor and community news
articles from our readers. Letters and articles should be no longer than
500 words and may be edited. We reserve the right to reject any submitted
material. Please mark your letter “LETTER TO THE EDITOR.” Include
your address and daytime phone number for verification purposes.
We will not knowingly publish any letter that is defamatory or libelous.
We will not publish anonymous letters or letters signed with pseudonyms,
except in extraordinary circumstances.
Opinions expressed in published letters are those of the author and not
necessarily those of the Valley Voice.
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The British are Coming! The British are Coming!
Car show in Kaslo September 10.

430 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
250-353-7714

The Ingrid Rice cartoon is a satirical look at current events in politics and is sponsored by the Kaslo Hotel. The Hotel does not necessarily share the political views of the artist.

R e : ‘ Wa t e r i s
life’ letter by H.
McSwan, Glade
Watershed
Protection
Society, June
2017 Valley Voice

Concerned about industrial
logging in their source of water,
citizens of Glade, BC filed a
section 29 under the Drinking
Water Protection Act (DWPA) with
BC’s Interior Health Authority.
They should not have wasted their
time. Instead, they should organize
their own watershed protection
action, with peaceful resolve,
that forces BC Timber Sales and
contractors into court pleading for
BC judges to restrain folks with
injunctions.
The ‘War in the Woods’ has
never been resolved.
In order to protect their
watershed and the common good,
the people of Glade will need to get
serious. BC’s new Water Act and
Forest Practices Board are a joke,
designed to continue militarizing
Canada’s forested ‘commons’ as
part of North America’s military
complex. There is an international
industrial military assault on planet

Earth’s health. Why is hard to
surmise.
In July/ August 1986, a small
group of citizens peacefully and
successfully blockaded the BC
Ministry of Forests, stopping
them from an experimental aerial
spraying of Agent Orange or 2, 4-D
on clearcuts to release small planted
conifers in Meadow Creek’s
domestic watershed just above the
kokanee spawning channel at the
north end of Kootenay Lake.
Our federal conservative MP
at the time, Bob Brisco, eventually
did some research into the source of
this military experiment and found
out that it was from a Sault Saint
Marie, Ontario Forestry University
working apparently in league with
Canadian/ USA military that had
tested Agent Purple and Orange
near Gagetown, New Brunswick
in the early 1960s. They needed
to defoliate Vietnam and Laos to
seek, kill and continue western
dominance in Southeast Asia.
By the early 1970s, BC’s
timber barons and their lackeys
in the BC socialist and capitalist
political realm realized they had
basically clearcut all the easy
money in BC (fall-down effect)
and not planted many trees in the
destructive clearcuts that were
and are way too big for proper
stewardship of our forest commons

(Crown land). In a frantic effort
to regenerate profitable healthy
timberlands, the overpaid clearcut
bureaucrats (university forestry
graduates) pulled out all the stops.
Yankee military chemical
defoliates needed further testing
in a Canadian domestic watershed,
for eventual widespread use in
most of BC’s over-cut, underplanted, super-sized clearcuts.
University-educated BC Forestry
Kootenay Lake Six Mile staff
volunteered the drinking water of
the folks in Meadow Creek and the
kokanee spawning channel, that
would collect Agent Orange runoff
to help with the kokanee spawn.
Absolute ignorance will be ignored
at humanity’s collective future.
Glade, Ymir, Duhamel, Argenta
and all West Kootenay domestic
watersheds can possibly only
stop the degradation and eventual
destruction of our water commons
with people power. Real in-yourface peaceful blockades. Children,
parents, dogs, cat, preachers, and
teachers must endure the wrath of
court injunction and violent police
and industrial reaction that protects
this pattern of western assault on
nature.
Otherwise you are urinating in
a head wind.
Tom Prior
Nelson
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Mosquitoes
are a serious
problem

The mosquito infestation in parts
of the Slocan Valley is a concern for
many residents and deserves to be
recognized as a serious problem.
Mosquitoes are, in fact, the deadliest
creature on the planet. We should not
ignore their presence.
Mosquitoes cause more human
suffering than any other organism –
over one million people worldwide
die from mosquito-borne diseases
every year. Not only can mosquitoes
carry diseases that afflict humans,
they also transmit several diseases
and parasites that dogs and horses
are very susceptible to. These
include dog heartworm, West Nile
virus (WNV) and Eastern equine
encephalitis (EEE). In addition,
mosquito bites can cause severe
skin irritation through an allergic
reaction to the mosquito’s saliva
– this is what causes the red bump
and itching. Mosquito-vectored
diseases include protozoan diseases,
i.e. malaria, filarial diseases such as
dog heartworm, and viruses such
as dengue, encephalitis, and yellow
fever.
In 2015, a mosquito that is both
invasive and able to carry a number
of serious diseases, including La
Crosse encephalitis and West Nile
virus, had been found in stagnant
water in the Lower Mainland. This
was the first sighting of the species
Aedes japonicus — native to Asia
— in Western Canada and, scientists
believe, was brought in from the
US as a result of human action.
According to a study published in the
Journal of Entomology, this mosquito
“could be a significant threat to the
health of humans and domestic
animals,” and its population should
be monitored. They believe that the
mosquito is now established in the
Lower Mainland and will likely be
found in other parts of BC.
West Nile virus is a disease that
is spread from infected corvid birds
(crows, ravens, magpies, and jays)
to humans through mosquito bites.
The first case of a person
contracting the West Nile virus from
BC mosquitoes was also confirmed
in 2009. There have been four
confirmed cases since then. The
health authority said samples from
mosquito ponds from the south
Okanagan have tested positive for
the virus. Health alerts have been
issued throughout the Okanagan.
Interior Health works closely
with the BC Centre for Disease
Control (BCCDC) and Canadian
Blood Services to monitor West Nile
virus activity. Surveillance includes
screening the blood supply, and
reporting human, animal and bird
cases. Members of the public can
help with surveillance by reporting
dead corvid birds using BCCDC’s
Dead Bird Report Form (http://

westnile.bccdc.org/)
We all appreciate our pristine,
wildlife-filled valley and wish no
harm to come to it or to those that
reside in it. But let’s not make
the mistake of disregarding the
mosquitoes as merely a nuisance.
Susan Erickson
Winlaw

Open letter to
Ministry of
Environment re:
Kaslo LWMP

The Village of Kaslo council
wants to combine stages 2 and 3
of the Liquid Waste Management
Plan (LWMP) and proceed with an
expansion of the Specified Sewer
Area (SS Area) to include all of the
properties of Lower Kaslo. I don’t
believe there has been adequate
public consultation.
Sanitary sewer systems are
an expensive proposition and
any property owners who will be
required to pay for any expansion
of the sewer area should be provided
with cost estimates on a per property
basis. Despite repeated requests
to the Village of Kaslo, they have
not provided any cost estimates
on this basis, so I published an
opinion piece in the June 29, 2016
Valley Voice stating it would cost
approximately $600 per year per
property using information provided
in the February 2016 LWMP by
True Consulting for the Village of
Kaslo. To date, the Village of Kaslo
has neither confirmed nor denied
my opinion.
In the early 1990s when the
sewer system was built in Kaslo, the
property owners in the SS Area were
provided with detailed cost estimates
and voluntarily signed a petition to
pay for the system, which will be
paid off in 2023.
Now the Village of Kaslo wishes
to combine the LWMP consultation
process and expand the area with the
intent to defray the costs for these
property owners in the SS Area
and place a burden on the rest of
taxpayers in Kaslo.
This is outlined in a briefing
note for the upcoming Union of
British Columbia Municipalities
(UBCM) meeting with the Minister
of Environment and Climate Change
Strategy. Bullet three of the briefing
note states “... the circumstances
around the service area’s initial
creation and the ongoing financial
costs (of paying for a waste water
treatment plant and collection
system) among a small number of
businesses and commercial entities
‘going it alone’ has been problematic
for many years.”
After reading this, I am
concerned that the public is
receiving mixed messages
concerning council’s intentions, as
they appear to have a predetermined
outcome. In a council meeting of
April 11, 2017, the Village of Kaslo
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passed a motion stating: “That
the Village of Kaslo seek funding
from UBCM Gas Tax Strategy
Funding to cover 100% of the cost
of... a preliminary sewer collection
system that includes City Hall...”
Yet in the February 2016 True
Consulting recommendation on page
53, section 11.2 states: “Expansion
of the Village’s community sewerage
system is the recommended option
for wastewater management into
the future.”
The public has been misled
by previous councils about costs
concerning the SS Area. This was
evidenced when the newly built
JV Humphries School in Kaslo
was forced to hook up to the SS
Area despite having just installed a
brand new septic system to service
the school.
Additionally, in the Village
of Kaslo briefing note, bullet four
states: “The Village’s rationale to
expand sewer collection is to: reduce
environmental impacts on Kootenay
Lake from aging existing septic
fields (some 100 years or more old);
facilitate affordable residential infill
on the many bare or undevelopable
small lots (25-50x100’) in Kaslo;
encourage community economic
development generally through
incremental service area expansion.”
It should be noted that there
are very few undevelopable lots
in Lower Kaslo (the area targeted
for expansion), yet there are two
unfinished townhouses with six
units that are currently serviced by
the SS Area with adequate room for
expansion, as they are surrounded
by a couple of acres of undeveloped
land.
Also, there has never been any
documented cases of Kootenay
Lake being contaminated by septic
outflows, as Lower Kaslo sits on
a gravelly peninsula. According
to one engineer I consulted with,
that is the best soil conditions

for septic systems. So there is no
apparent health risk from septic
fields but I would like to point out
that there may be risks associated
with the sewer outfall from the
sewer treatment plant that discharges
directly into the Kootenay Lake.
It should be also noted that
growth in Kaslo is not a driving
force as the Conclusions and
Recommendations of the True
Consulting February 2016 report,
Section 11.1 (5) states: “While a
2% population growth rate has been
used in past population projections,
based on the last 20 years of Census
data, population growth may not
drive a need for additional treatment
capacity at the existing WWTP.”
My concerns are that the
motivations of the Village of Kaslo
council are purely political and none
of them will be directly affected by

expansion of the SS Area to Lower
Kaslo, as they don’t own property or
live within the affected area.
Also, once an LWMP is approved
it can no longer be publicly appealed
and I don’t think the public had been
fully informed.
Patrick Mackle
Kaslo
GRIZZLIES

One of the lowest reproductive rates of land
mammals in N.A. Late sexual maturation,
together with three-or-more year intervals
between litters (depending on food availability or harshness of environment), results
in this low rate. Only 50% of cubs live past
their first year. Average lifespan for female
grizzlies is 26 years, so they may reproduce
only six–seven times in their lifetime.

slocanlakess.com

An update from The Valley Kitchen
For those of you who are still not sure what the new building in Winlaw (just north of the Home
Hardware) is all about, we thought we should officially introduce ourselves.
We are The Valley Kitchen and are both:
1.An inspected commercial kitchen available for the public to rent hourly or monthly, and;
2. An espresso bar and bakery featuring No.6 coffee and delicious products made in the kitchen
e.g. French-style pastries, sourdough bread, sandwiches, locally made ferments and preserves.
The rental kitchen space has been operational since May 2017, and has become the home
base for various local food businesses. The large space and commercial equipment has been
lending itself well to food workshops and group events such as canning bees.
The espresso bar and bakery launched in July and opens on Fridays, Saturdays and Sundays.
We focus on high quality organic food that is sourced and made locally. Our goal is to support
local food growers and local food producers while creating a social hub for our community
to connect and network.
Due to the upcoming busy schedule in the rental kitchen, the espresso bar/bakery will be closing
for harvest season. Our last day was 10th September. The café will, however, reopen its doors
in November and we’re looking forward to serving up the treats all winter long!
There is still room to book time in the kitchen if you’d like to get a group of friends together
and process some food. We offer reasonable group rates. If you’d like to come in to meet us,
get a quote or tour the space feel free to drop us a line.
We want to thank the community of the Slocan Valley and beyond for all the kind support so
far. We look forward to sharing an exciting future in local food together!
Contact Rob or Sally at 250 226 6709 or info@alpinedivine.com; or,
visit us online at www.thevalleykitchen.ca

VILLAGE OF SILVERTON
NOTICE OF TAX SALE

Pursuant to Section 403 pf the Local Government Act, the following properties will be offered for sale by public auction
to be held Monday, September 25, 2017 at 10:00 am in the Council Chambers at 421 Lake Avenue, Silverton, BC,
unless the delinquent taxes plus interest are paid before that time.
FOLIO NUMBER		P.I.D.		LEGAL DESCRIPTION		CIVIC ADDRESS
95000			
008-462-411
Lot 3, Block 29, Plan NEP574
513 6th Avenue
Any person upon being declared the successful bidder must tender payment for properties purchased at the tax
sale in cash or certified cheque within one hour after the closure of the auction. The Village of Silverton makes no
representation express or implied as to the condition or quality of the properties being offered for sale. Prospective
purchasers are urged to inspect the properties and make all inquiries to municipal and other government departments
to determine the existence of any bylaws, restrictions, charges or other conditions which may affect the value or
suitability of the property.
All sales are subject to the provisions of the Local Government Act and are subject to tax under the Property Transfer
Tax Act on the fair market value of the property.
This is the first of two publications of this notice.
Dated Silverton this 5th day of September, 2017.
Darrell Garceau
Chief Administrative Officer, Tax Collector
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Planetary scientist looking for video evidence of where recent fireball landed
submitted
With the information gathered
so far, researchers estimate that the
meteorites which crashed to earth on
Labour Day landed between Riondel
and Garland Bay on the east shore of
Kootenay Lake.
Professor Alan Hildebrand is
looking to gather more videos of the
event to pinpoint where these rare
rocks from space may have landed.

Smokey Creek Salvage
24 HR TOWING

New & Used Auto Parts, Back Hoe Work,
Certified Welding & Repairs, Vehicle Removal
WE BUY CARS & TRUCKS

359-7815 ; 1-877-376-6539
3453 YEATMAN RD, SOUTH SLOCAN

Anyone with a video is asked to
contact Alan Hildebrand directly at
ahildebr@ucalgary.ca.
The meteorite gained attention
when it entered the Earth’s atmosphere
as a brilliant fireball. It was seen by
witnesses across BC, Alberta and
Saskatchewan, as well as Montana,
Idaho and Washington State.
The asteroid fragment is
estimated to have weighed between
one and five tonnes before it broke
up, but the surviving rocks have not
yet been found.
University of Calgary researchers
were in the Kootenays September 6-9
to interview eyewitnesses, and locate
video taken by security cameras, but

THE VILLAGE OF
NEW DENVER
PUBLIC NOTICES
NOTICE OF TAX SALE

The following described property and improvements thereon shall be
offered for “Sale by Public Auction” at the Village of New Denver
Municipal Office, 115 Slocan Ave, on Monday, September 25, 2017
at 10:00 am unless the delinquent taxes and interest thereon are
sooner paid:
719 8th Avenue
Parcel D (KW177212), Block 62, District Lot 549, Kootenay District
Plan 557

COUNCIL MEETING CANCELLATION

Please note that the Council of the Village of New Denver’s upcoming Regular Meeting, scheduled for Tuesday, September 26, 2017,
has been cancelled since the majority of Council will be attending the
annual Union of BC Municipalities convention in Vancouver. The next
regularly scheduled Council Meeting will take place on October 10,
2017, at 7:00 pm in Council Chambers.

CAMPFIRE BAN

All residents and visitors are reminded that a campfire ban is in effect
within the Village of New Denver’s municipal boundaries, as well as in
the surrounding rural areas. Links to information about provincial fire
bans and forest use restrictions can be found on the Village’s website.
115 Slocan Avenue · P.O. Box 40, New Denver, BC V0G 1S0
(250) 358-2316 · office@newdenver.ca · www.newdenver.ca

they’re looking for more help to better
predict where the meteorites fell.
“I don’t have any security camera
records from Kaslo or Riondel yet,
but that would help a lot,” said
Hildebrand in a telephone interview.
Researchers encourage anyone
running security or wildlife cameras
in the Kootenay Lake area to check
their cameras (September 4 fireball
start time of approximately 22:11:25
PDT) to see if they captured the light
and shadows cast by the fireball.
With enough video information, a
precise trajectory can be calculated
and a better prediction made of where
meteorites fell.

Riondel to Garland Bay. Anyone
interested in searching for meteorites
should know that the area is mostly

forested with moderate to steep
slopes. Also be mindful the fire risk
in the area remains high.”

Fireball approximate
trajectory calculated

A dedicated fireball all-sky
camera run by Rick Nowell at the
College of the Rockies in Cranbrook
captured a detailed record of the
fireball from start to finish, and it will
be used to calculate a pre-fall orbit for
the rock. “This is a great opportunity
to recover meteorites that have fallen
from a known orbit – that has only
been done about two dozen times
before and is a big science bonus,”
says Nowell.
Together with the additional clues
from about a dozen other videos and
a dozen eyewitness accounts, the
UCalgary researchers have pieced
together an approximate trajectory.
The rock hit the atmosphere northeast
of Priest Lake, Idaho headed slightly
west of due north. Racing across the
border, it passed west of Creston,
heading up the Kootenay Lake valley
to cross the Crawford Bay peninsula.
“The fireball ended southeast of
Kaslo, after travelling across more
than 100 kilometres in approximately
eight seconds and penetrating deep
into the atmosphere, shaking the
Kootenay valley with thunder-like
booms. The largest rocks may have
fallen into Kootenay Lake,” says
Hildebrand.
“We now have a preliminary
estimate of where meteorites fell
on the east side of Kootenay Lake
stretching from the community of

UCalgary Professor Alan Hildebrand and his two students, Fabio Ciceri and Lincoln Hanton, at
the Slocan Library on their recent field trip to the West Kootenay, gathering information on the
fireball that lit up the sky on Labour Day.

Cash and tobacco stolen from
Mountainberry Foods in New Denver
by Katrine Campbell
It’s not uncommon for stores and
businesses to endure break-ins and
thefts, but the recent incident at the
Mountainberry Foods store in New
Denver has shaken the owners and left
the community reeling.
The facts are that, sometime
between closing Saturday September
9 and 8 am Sunday September 10, a
person or persons unknown broke into
the store and cleaned out the cash and
all the tobacco inventory. RCMP are
investigating and, as always, would be
happy to get information and tips from
the public.
Beyond the facts, however, is the
impact such an incident has on the people
involved and the wider community.
The break-in was discovered by
employee Sue Edge when she showed
up for work Sunday morning. The door
was open. Thinking her boss Casey Law
had arrived early, she walked in and
found the mess left by the thieves. Edge
says her first thought was that he was in
the back, lying injured or dead. She ran
in to search, and was somewhat relieved
to find the store was empty. She phoned
the Law home and Casey and his mother
Debbie raced down there. The normally
unflappable Edge was shaking, not from

the robbery so much as from her first
reaction, her fear for Law’s safety. Even
hours later, she hadn’t calmed down.
The Laws called the RCMP; after
the police were finished, they locked
up the store and it was closed until
September 18.
While the Mountainberry was
closed, smokers had to travel to Nakusp,
Slocan or Kaslo for their fix. There was
no gas available after 5 pm. Fleet account
cardholders, such as the Village and
YRB, had to call Law to drive down and
unlock the pumps for them.
Mountainberry re-opened
September 18 with a ‘soft opening,’
from 10 am to 2 pm.
“We’ll be open for shorter hours
until we can get the building properly
secured,” Law said.
“I’m not comfortable having
anything of value there until it’s secure.
We’re still working with the insurance
company on what we’re insured for.
We’re pretty disappointed it happened.
“Mom and I are going to take some
time to deal with things. We’re pretty
shocked. We’re going to take the time
to process what happened.
“I know the community is reeling,
and I apologize we’re not there to help
in our usual capacity.”

The Arrow Lakes
District Arts Council
Presents

Our valley’s green
grocer since 1990

• Fresh
• Organic
• Wholesome
1290 Hwy #6
Crescent Valley
250-359-7323
– Open daily –

(Closed Christmas & New Year’s day)

MARITIMES
KITCHEN
PARTY

on Sat. Sept. 23, at 7:00 pm
Doors open at 6:30 pm
at the Nakusp Legion
Tickets: at the Bon Marche/Dollar Store
$15 Adults $10 Seniors $10 Youth
[60 & over] [17 & under]
Family [2+2} $30
Bar is available during
intermission
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Nakusp council, September 11: electric car charging station and tax exemptions
by Claire Paradis
• A presentation on Climate
Action, BC Hydro Conservation,
and Accelerate Kootenays programs
was made by Trish Dehnel, Senior
Energy Specialist for the RDCK and
Community Relations Manager and
Carbon Neutral Specialist with the
Community Energy Association
(CEA). Dehnel said the association
wants to help communities move
toward a low-carbon future by
looking at changes that can be
made in transportation, buildings,
and waste. She took a moment to
applaud the efforts Nakusp has
taken in this direction with building
its microhydro generation plant.
Dehnel also spoke about the
BC Hydro Energy Conservation
Assistance Program that offers
rebates as well as expertise to
help homeowners lower energy
consumption. Low-income
households are eligible for free
assessments and sometimes
replacement of some inefficient
appliances.
The Visitor Centre will have
an electric car charging station
installed as part of the Accelerate

Kootenays program. It will be a
Level 2 charger, so anyone using
the station will have to spend four to
six hours in town while their vehicle
is charging. The charge will be free
for electric vehicle owners, initially.
The Village will pay for the power
to charge cars until January 1, 2019
at a rate of $0.50 per hour, as well
as $1,000 toward the installation
costs and a $150 annual networking
fee, said Public Works Director
of Operations Warren Leigh. The
station costs a total of $8,000 to
install, but fortunately it comes with
a $7,000 subsidy.
• Council discussed whether or
not to grant the Arrowtarian Society’s
request for a tax exemption for the
Rotary Villa housing complex.
CAO Taylor reported that rent for
Phase 1 and 2 units cost $350 per
month, and residents paid their own
hydro. Phase 3 residents pay $515
plus hydro, and Phase 4 tenants
pay $870 (hydro included). Phase
1 and 2 are on one tax roll, and are
already receiving a 58% reduction
on taxes. Village staff has asked BC
Assessment Authority about this
reduced tax rate for the facility and

has not yet received a reply.
Exempting all phases of the
housing complex would reduce
municipal tax collection by $7,647,
and by $16,420 overall, including
Regional District and School
District taxes, said Taylor. The
taxpayers would have to pick up
that shortfall, she noted. Granting
the exemption would put the total
tax exemptions in the Village to
2.76%, over the 2.5% maximum set
in Village policy.
“Communities need to support
affordable housing,” said Mayor
Hamling. However, she also noted
that the tax exemption would mean
that people would have to pay more
tax, including some low income
earners.
Mueller moved the motion that
passed, to exempt Phases 1, 2 and 3
but not Phase 4. This will keep the
total tax exemptions under 2.5%.
• The Launch Club says the
Nakusp Marina is falling apart,
said Mayor Hamling in response
to a question from Councillor Ulli
Mueller. The club is asking if the
Village has foreshore rights, so the
CAO is looking into it. “So the last

Proposed Westbank First Nation Reserve in
Fauquier to be discussed at public meeting
by Jan McMurray
A public meeting will be held at
the Fauquier Hall on October 4 at
7 pm to discuss the Westbank First
Nation’s proposal to add a Fauquier
property to its reserve lands.
Area K Director Paul Peterson,
and staff from the RDCK, Westbank
First Nation (WFN), the provincial
and federal governments will all
attend.
The 4.6-acre parcel is located at
7834 Starlite Road, on the lake side
of the highway. The parcel is part of
a land exchange with the Province
in compensation for WFN reserve
lands given up to make way for Hwy
97 improvements in the Okanagan.
The WFN has five reserves, all in the
Okanagan Valley.
In the meantime, it appears
that the WFN is using the Fauquier
property as a campground for
its members. The WFN website
has a page describing “WFN’s
Starlite Road Fauquier Property

Campground” with nine RV sites
and two tent sites (www.wfn.ca/
fauquier-campground.htm). The site
says the “WFN acquired the Fauquier
Property through the Westside Road
Interchange Land Exchange Project.”
If the Fauquier land becomes
reserve land, it will be under the
jurisdiction of the WFN and the
federal government, and no longer
under the jurisdiction of the RDCK.
Director Peterson said the federal
government wrote to the RDCK
board in July 2016, requesting
comments or concerns about the
WFN proposal. “We responded that
we wanted a public meeting and
that we weren’t in favour until we’d
had the opportunity to hear from our
citizens,” he said.
Peterson says the people of
Fauquier have had land use planning
for over 20 years, including building
permits, building inspections, a
noise bylaw, etc. “My concern is
that none of that will apply to this

property if it becomes a reserve,” he
said. “When I first heard about this,
I was under the impression the land
would be transferred as fee simple,
not reserve.”
When asked why a piece of land
in Fauquier was being considered,
a Ministry of Transportation and
Infrastructure (MOTI) spokesperson
explained that First Nations identify
land exchange options within the
area they have identified as their
traditional territory. The WFN has
claimed its traditional territory
boundary from the Okanagan Valley
(Summerland to Lake Country) in
the west, through the Arrow Lakes
Valley south of Nakusp to Slocan
Lake in the east.
“The ministry is first looking
to better understand any concerns
raised from other First Nations and/
or residents. Once the consultation
process is concluded, input will
be considered in determining next
steps,” said the MOTI spokesperson.

submitted
A new project to enhance
community engagement in Arrow
Lakes wetlands restoration is now
underway, says the Columbia
Basin Watershed Network. Doug
Switzer from Nakusp has been
hired as Community Engagement
Coordinator and, as the job title
suggests, he will be working with
groups and individuals to encourage
them to become more involved in
issues related to wetland restoration
and preservation.
One of the public outreach events
will be a Wetlands Awareness day on
October 2 in Nakusp. Based at Selkirk
College, there will be displays from
local watershed and wetlands groups,

and water professionals will be on
hand to answer questions. Local
wetland tours will be offered at 10
am and 2 pm. Transportation will
be provided for the morning tour,
so pre-registration is recommended.
See the ad in this paper for full
details.
Vo l u n t e e r t r a i n i n g a n d
recruitment are also a large part of
this initiative. CBWN’s goal is to not
only increase awareness of wetlands
issues but to also pair professionals
with volunteers in order to train
community members for wetlands
monitoring and restoration in the
field.
Community collaboration is
another important aspect of the

project and to help facilitate that
collaboration, the project will
invite existing community groups,
relevant government agencies,
professional scientists, First Nations
and individuals to form a steering
committee similar to the Slocan
Wetlands Assessment and Monitoring
Project (SWAMP). This group will
help to provide both scientific and
community-based knowledge and
guidance to the project.
For further information, please
contact Doug Switzer at dswitzer@
nakusp.net or visit the Columbia
Basin Watershed Networks website
at cbwn.ca. The project receives
support from WWF Canada and
Loblaw Companies Limited.

Get involved with Arrow Lakes wetlands restoration

thing they’re worrying about is the
breakwater,” concluded Hamling.
• Mayor Hamling met with the
president of Canadian Mountain
Holidays on August 23 and he told
her that they are rebranding and
looking to expand their activities in
the shoulder seasons. The rebranding
will mean new signage, and the K2
Rotor Lodge will become The
Lodge, which, as Hamling noted, is
what people call it anyway.
• Councillor Mueller said
that the Joint Resource Recovery
Committee of the RDCK has been
busy working on its organic waste
diversion plan. Warren Leigh
recently toured the Grand Forks
organic waste facility. Leigh said
the Grand Forks plan is to divert
a third of waste from the landfill,
but “there’s definitely some work
to do.”
Mueller also told council that
Nakusp landfill hours may increase
in future, as the facility has become
busier.
• The results of the Downtown
Revitalization Committee meetings
will be coming to council on
October 10.
• Councillor Bill Tobey viewed
the site of the new Scalping
Knife trail with NACFOR, and
commented that it is going to be a
beautiful trail.
• Councillor Tom Zeleznik
thanked CAO Laurie Taylor for
listening to his concerns around
Bylaw 668. The new Officer Bylaw
reflects the Village’s change from
having a full-time Chief Financial
Officer to a part-time Treasurer
and allows the appointment of a

Deputy CAO. The new bylaw was
read three times, with no opposition.
• Council gave two readings
to the OCP and Zoning Bylaws
with changes as recommended by
Sarah Holden. Holden looked at
the actual usage of areas in Nakusp
that are currently zoned Highway
Commercial (C-4) and Resort
Residential (R-5) and recommended
that the lots be rezoned to suit
their current usage. The public
hearing will be held October 23.
Maps outlining the changes will be
available for viewing in advance at
the Village Office.
• The Household Hazardous
Waste Roundup is taking place on
October 1 at the Nakusp Arena. Old
electronics will be accepted.

P.A.L.S. is hosting the CREATIVE
HANDS CRAFT FAIR once again!
If you have homemade wares
you wish to sell, reserve your
table, $25 each, by calling Kathy
Smith at 250-265-4950.
WEEKLY SPONSOR:

Nakusp
(250) 265-3635 www.selkirkrealty.com

PRIME COMMERCIAL SPACE FOR LEASE
218 Broadway Street, Nakusp

Ground level (former BDO space) for lease.
Approx. 1600 sq ft. Available immediately.
Contact West Kootenay Property Rentals Inc.
250.359.5021, info@westkootenayrentals.com
www.westkootenayrentals.com
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Slocan council, September 11: Removal of cedars at cenotaph approved
by Barbara Curry Mulcahy
• When the Spirit of Slocan
Committee’s request to remove cedar
trees and stumps from the northwest
corner of the Wellness Center
property at the cenotaph was once
more brought up, Councillors Burly
Van Bynen and Joel Pelletier joined
Councillor Madeleine Perriere in
supporting the removal of the trees.
Van Bynen said he hated to see the
cedars come down but didn’t want
to take a chance on them causing
problems in the future. Pelletier said
that the “old cedar needs to come

WANTED
TO BUY:

CEDAR AND
PINE POLES
Brian Major
• 250-938-3900

Please contact:
Gormans Pole Division

250-547-9296

Development Fund.
Colin Moss, chair of the
Chamber’s Health Committee
and Isaac Carter, ICandyFilms
videographer, attended the meeting
to make the request. The video
package will include two films, each
six to ten minutes long, and a two- to
three-minute trailer. One film would
promote the Slocan Community
Health Centre (SCHC) and the
valley, to attract doctors and other
health professionals. Right now,
two of the three physician positions
at the SCHC need to be filled, one
to replace a doctor who has moved
away and the second to fill a new
position. Moss reported that Nurse
Practitioner Donna Gibbons has said
there is enough demand at the Slocan
Wellness Centre for her to expand
her practice here to two days a week,
although that is not possible at the
moment because of the shortage in
New Denver. Mayor Jessica Lunn
asked that the Wellness Centre be
included in the film in the hopes
that a doctor might be interested in
offering services there.
The second film and the trailer
would promote tourism in the valley.
The two films and trailer would

down” and a “single cedar would
not be healthy on its own.” He also
said the SOS would plant a lot more
trees that were more appropriate for
that area. Councillor Jean Patterson
remained opposed but was outvoted
by the others.
Two residents spoke about the
decision during Public Participation.
Dick Kelly, SOS Committee
member, thanked council for its
decision and said SOS would “do our
best to make it the prettiest spot in
the Valley.” Denise Dufault pointed
out that the cenotaph was moved to
the Wellness Centre and placed so
that the trees could be its backdrop.
The decision to remove the trees
was “unfortunate” she said “because
they were there first.” Dufault
asked whether more trees would be
removed during the building of the
seniors’ housing behind the Wellness
Centre. The answer was yes, though
the trees at the south end of the
housing site are to remain.
• Council approved a request
for a $1,000 contribution to a
video project of the Slocan District
Chamber of Commerce Health
Committee. The funds will come
from the Village’s Community

The “Spirit of Slocan” Committee wishes to thank all the
Sponsors, Musicians, Vendors, Legion Branch #276 and all the
Volunteers who contributed to our Family Fair Day in Slocan on
September 3rd.
Prestige Hotels & Resorts
James Simpson			
Slocan Park Co Op		
Home Hardware-Winlaw		
Safeway 			
Slocan Village Market		
Blue Sky Clothing		
Bella Flora			
Silverton Camp Café		
Castlegar Hyundai		
Cut ‘n Dye Hair Salon		
Kootenai Clothing Co Ltd		
Silverton Building Supply		
Maglio Building Centre		
Slocan Lake Golf Club 		
2nd Generation 2nd Hand Store Cowan Office Supplies
Glacier Honda			
Central Bark			
Mountain Baby			
Dollar Store-Nelson		
   Winner of the Cord of Wood is: Gordon Wekwert

Slocan Valley

5763 Hwy 6, Winlaw 250-226-7771 • 250-226-6748 • open 9-5 daily,10-4 Sundays

HOME HARDWARE
Taking orders for
wood pellets
Stoves & accessories

Splitting mauls, axes, wedges,
wood splitter, cables, chains,
Time to get cutting & stay warm
Small tools have arrived!

2-3” 7 ft. Fence posts reg $3.79
Now $2.99
3-4” 7 ft. Fence posts reg $5.89
Now $4.79
3-4” 8 ft fence posts reg $6.89
Now $5.79
Canning
Supplies now
in stock!!
Chainsaws &
accessories in stock
Be prepared for winter!!

Mountain Valley Station
Linda Taylor			
New Market Foods
Walmart 			
Kootenay Co-op			
Gaia Rising			
Dig Garden Centre		
Where On Earth Clothing
Slocan Wellness Centre
Valhalla Pure-New Denver
Pixie Candy Shoppe    		
Bentleys
Coles Books

Cement and
Quick Crete in
stock

Deer & Horse
fencing, gates,
rebar, stucco wire

Fall bulbs arriving
Sept 24th
• fantastic selection
• certified seed garlic

Now
Mixing
Paint!

Wire fencing • Wood posts/treated
and untreated • Electrical • Plumbing
• Irrigation • Fasteners • Household
Supplies • Gardening Supplies • Tools
• Fertilizers • Soils • Manures • Insulation
New Owners — Fred & Pearl Dutoff

Pet Food &
Accessories

cost $11,000 and they would be
completed by next summer. To fund
the project, the SDCC is asking for
contributions from Columbia Basin
Trust ($5,500), RDCK ($2,500),
and the three valley villages ($1,000
each).
• Brought forward from an
August 21 in camera meeting was
news that council had approved
the Slocan Valley Seniors’ Housing
Society’s long-term ground lease,
as presented ($1 per year for 99
years). Because of construction cost
increases, the society will construct
two buildings rather than three at
first. The building on the corner
of Hume Street and Park Avenue
will now include loft suites and
its footprint will be reduced by 35
square feet. The main electrical
room will be in the other building,
to be placed in the centre of the lot.
Instead of fences, privacy screens
will be erected. Entry walks to
the one-bedroom units have been
relocated. Council agreed that the
society could amend the site plan in
its Development Permit Application.
• Council agreed to the Slocan
Valley Cultural Alliance’s request for
support in principle for Unity Fest to
be held July 13-14, 2018. Since 2013,
the Village has allowed the festival
at the beach and overflow camping
at the ball park. Village staff have
cleaned up the beach, maintained
parks and lawns, prepared the ball
park bathrooms, and assisted with
administration. The Village has
also provided extra garbage cans,
bags, picnic tables, and the use of
a portable stage. Council agreed to
provide the same in-kind support.
This can be listed in the SVCA’s
application for a 2018 Canada
Heritage Grant.

• Council will send a letter to the
Slocan Lake Stewardship Society,
supporting its application to the
Province for an ‘Application-only
Area’ status on a parcel of Crown
land at the mouth of Shannon Creek.
This was prompted by complaints
about the Gnosis Music Festival
events in 2015 and 2016 on this
land. Councillor Perriere said it
was important for all three valley
Villages to be together on issues
concerning environmental impacts
in the watershed.
• Councillor Perriere commented
on a letter from Greg Nesteroff of
the Slocan Valley Historical Society.
Perriere said it was “a very nice thing
to know that the historical society
is endorsing” the recommendations
in Robert Inwood’s report for the
Silvery Slocan Legion. Nesteroff’s
letter also points out that CBT’s
Built Heritage grant program will be
accepting applications for heritage
projects in the spring of 2018.
• In her Mayor’s Report, Lunn
thanked SOS for organizing the
Family Fun Day on September 3.
During Public Participation, SOS
Committee member Dick Kelly said
Councillor Van Bynen had suggested
SOS sell leftover medallions at the
Family Fun Day. The medallions
had been produced to celebrate
Slocan’s 100th anniversary. Sets of
three medallions, gold, silver, and
bronze ($25 for the set) or individual
medallions ($10) had sold well at the
event. Council suggested that a set be
given to the historical society.
• CAO Michelle Gordon said
there would be a work bee on
September 21 from 1 to 3 pm to
install spigots in the rain barrels
available for sale from the Village.
Volunteers would be welcome.

by Katrine Campbell
The Slocan mill site, which has
been for sale and open to offers since
2015, is now being aggressively
marketed by real estate agent
Susan McKenzie. The 19.55-acre
waterfront property is listed for $2.3
million.
Slocan Village council recently
changed the permitted uses in the
M2 mill industrial zone to disallow
heavy industry. Mayor Jessica Lunn
says council wants to see multi-use
development on the site, which has
been cleared of all the mill buildings
and equipment and is now barren
concrete and weeds.
“With the site being located
in centre of the Village and in the
heart of the Slocan Valley,” she
says, “it holds significant social,
environmental and economic value
to our community and the entire
region. The property definitely
presents a unique opportunity
for investment and there is huge
potential for something special to
happen.
“Our OCP supports
redevelopment of the site to
a combination of parks, some
residential and possible commercial

activities, subject to a community
planning process. We are very
committed to working with the
community and the current owner
and/or future landowner to create
something special, based on a
thoughtful development plan.”
McKenzie says there have been
several inquiries, with “one real
interested party” doing due diligence.
An environmental assessment on the
site has been done, but she won’t
discuss the results, saying it is up to
the potential purchaser to check it
out. Slocan CAO Michelle Gordon
says the Village doesn’t have the
results.
“Everything is geared to a multiuse facility,” McKenzie says. “The
Village is focused on making sure
it is multi-use, for the betterment of
the community.”
She adds that any potential
purchaser must apply to have the
site rezoned, and council “will
vote based on how it will affect the
community.” She has had several
meetings with the Village, and says
“They are very optimistic. They are
happy to work with a developer, as
long as it stays away from heavy
industrial.”

Developers interested
in the Slocan mill site
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Get to know Omar Abukar Omar
by Claire Paradis
Sitting in his dining room over tea,
Omar Abukar Omar joked that a local
friend recently told him he saw a black
bear near town.
“That’s the second black person in
New Denver,” Omar laughed, ribbing
his friend.
There aren’t a lot of people of colour
in town, it’s true, and Omar feels he has a
duty to leave a good impression of what
may be the first Muslim African family
to have ever lived here. He would like his
first Canadian home to know more about
who he is and where he came from, so
in the spirit of sharing, Omar is giving a
presentation on September 23.
Omar will be telling the story not
only of his own history that led him to
the wilds of BC, but also a bit of the
history of Somalia and the oppression
of the Bantu, Omar’s people.
“I would like to also mention
something about religion,” Omar told

me, “because at this time, the world has
different and bad ideas about Muslims.
And I am maybe the first or second
Muslim person in New Denver.”
Full disclosure: I have tutored Omar
and six of his children in English over the
past few months, and the Abukars and I
aren’t strangers. So when I joked that he
was taking on the role of ambassador, he
laughed and said, “Yes, an ambassador
of peace.”
It’s a big responsibility, he admitted,
“but it doesn’t worry me a lot.” Omar’s
confidence comes from knowing that
he is setting a good example for his
children, as well as being determined
to be a positive representation of black
Muslim people for the community of
New Denver.
Life in Canada is very different for
the Abukars. The family left the big
city of Nairobi and left behind friends,
family and a thriving, busy community
to come to rural Canada, where they

received a warm welcome, said Omar.
Not having to worry about the safety
or security of himself or his family has
been wonderful. Security was a big
concern for Omar in Kenya, because his
community activism made him a target
of violence.
But even so, living far from a
Muslim-Somali community, difficulty
accessing services and affordable goods,
not to mention finding work in New
Denver has been challenging. Living here
without a car or regular transit has been
very difficult for the family of nine who
do not want to be a burden on community
members, asking for rides or favours.
“The longest journey in Nairobi was
one hour and a half,” said Omar. “That
was a big journey there.”
Omar will be telling the story of his
life as a teacher, activist, translator and
of his work with government and nongovernmental organizations in Kenya
on September 23, 7 pm at Bosun Hall.

Silverton council, September 12: Solar project to be pursued
by Claire Paradis
• A report from Hakai Energy
Solutions states that solar power could
supply 100% of the energy needed for
the fire hall, 33% for the Village Office,
95% for the Memorial Hall, and 34%
for the Water Pump House. The Village
is pursuing funding for the solar project,
estimated to cost $303,875.
• Colin Moss, Slocan District
Chamber of Commerce Health
Committee Chair, made an in-person
request for $1,000 to go toward producing
a tourism video for the Slocan Valley,
with a component aimed at recruiting
doctors and other professionals.
Moss told council that the
Committee now has a “seat at the table”
with the Interior Health Authority (IHA).
“IHA has been very helpful,” said Moss,
who also noted that finding doctors “is
not up to IHA or the government… it’s
up to us.
“We’ve got to work as a valley-wide
community to save our health centre,
save our emergency, recruit doctors,
[and]…improve ambulance service in
the valley.”
After confirmation that there was
money available in the budget, council
voted to put $1,000 toward the video
project.
• Silverton will be taking part in the
Columbia Basin Rural Development
Institute’s Climate Adaptation Partner
Grant Project. The project will assess the
village’s vulnerability in terms of water
protection, flooding, land use and other
areas and will develop regional strategic
priorities. The Village will be allocating
$5,000 to the project.
• There are 50 rain barrels up for
grabs from the Village of Silverton, and
they’re free for residents. The barrels
will be given away on a first-come-firstserved basis. Residents are asked to
contact the Village Office to reserve a
barrel, which will be available for pickup on September 28.
• Although nothing was taken during
a break-in at the fire hall over the
Labour Day long weekend, there was
some damage to walls and door jambs,
reported CAO Garceau. The repairs had
already been completed by the council
meeting on September 12.

• Campground revenues are $3,000
more than last year, according to CAO
Darrell Garceau’s report to council.
• The Slocan Lake Stewardship
Society will be receiving a letter of
support from the Village of Silverton
for its request to designate the mouth
of Shannon Creek an ‘Application-only
Area.’ The request comes in response
to complaints about usage of the land
during the Gnosis Music Festival events
in 2015 and 2016.
• Victoria Street paving will have
to wait because the Village couldn’t get
any special pricing, said Mayor Jason
Clarke. A third party will complete an
assessment of the Village’s roads and
sidewalks, and a five-year paving plan
will be developed.
• Mayor Clarke reported that
residents who attended the “Victoria
Street Slope Meeting” reviewed the
two remedies suggested by the engineer,
and agreed the best remedy to stabilize
the slope was to replace the material
that had been removed and pack it

down. Public Works cut into the slope
below Victoria during the water project,
raising concerns about slope stability,
as well as concerns about the lack of
communication between the Village
and residents.
• The Village will be contacting the
Red Mountain Residents’ Association
to discuss partnering around garbage
services.
• There was discussion at the
Committee of the Whole about getting
a lift to empty the existing dumpster,
and updating Silverton’s garbage
bylaw. Council members also discussed
solutions to yard waste. One idea was to
compile a list of residents who would use
grass clippings and leaves, and to share
this list with Silverton citizens. The other
was to contact New Denver council to
continue the conversation about a shared
yard waste compost area.
• Councillor Bill Christian said
that Rec. Commission 6 is currently
completely occupied with hiring a
secretary.

New Denver council, September 12:
Funds approved for Chamber’s tourism videos

by Katrine Campbell
• Colin Moss appeared as a delegation
on behalf of the Chamber of Commerce
to ask for $1,000 towards the chamber’s
proposed professionally produced
Slocan Valley tourism promotional
videos. One six- to 10-minute video will
be dedicated to attracting doctors and
other health professionals to the Slocan
Community Health Care Centre. Council
agreed to the request.
• Sally Hammond appeared as a
delegation to ask for a letter of support
for the Slocan Lake Stewardship Society.
The society is asking the Ministry of
Forestry, Lands and Natural Resource
Operations for ‘Application-only Area’
status on a parcel of Crown land at the
mouth of Shannon Creek. The parcel has
been used for organized raves and there
is no mechanism for public input before
the events take place. With ‘applicationonly’ status the public could comment
and the society would be able to register
concerns about possible environmental
impacts. Council agreed to send a letter.
• The Village will submit an

application to the National Disaster
Mitigation Program for funding to map
floodplains. In March, council authorized
staff to engage WSA Engineering
to prepare the application; it will be
submitted to Emergency Management
BC, which will forward approved
projects to the national program for
consideration. A decision is expected in
the spring. Approval would mean 100%
of project costs would be covered.
• Lucerne School was granted
permission to close 7th Avenue in front
of the school between 9 am and 3 pm
September 27 for its annual Harvest
Fest event.
• Final adoption was given to two
bylaws: Council Member Remuneration
and Expense Bylaw #710, 2017 and Sign
Bylaw #711, 2017.
• The September 26 regular council
meeting has been cancelled. Councillors
David Hodsall and Henning von Krogh
will both represent New Denver at the
Union of BC Municipalities that week,
and Mayor Ann Bunka will be there as
an RDCK director.
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Kaslo & New
Denver Community
Pharmacies

DID YOU KNOW...

October is Breast Cancer Awareness Month

We support the Breast Cancer Society of Canada by participating in their
annual fundraising event “dress for the cause.” Watch for great promo
prices on women’s health products in our stores all month long! Come
on in and find out how to help raise money for breast cancer research! Visit www.dressforthecause.ca

Call or come by for details
Phone: 250-358- 2500 • 250-353-2224
309 6th Avenue, New Denver • 403 Front Street, Kaslo

COOPER CREEK
CEDAR LTD

2017 CUTTING PERMIT
DEVELOPMENT
Cooper Creek Cedar Ltd is posting
their planned 2017 Cutting Permit
Development for the interested public’s
information. As the development
progresses for each CP being developed,
CCC will post maps showing the general
location of the planned development, a
CP map and the planned cutblocks and
access road systems. The website will
be regularly updated as the CPs are
developed. The 2017 CP Development
can be viewed at:
http://timberland2001.ca/coopercreek-cedar-ltd/

Follow the link to: “2017 CP Development”
and each CP will be posted by CP number.
Comments regarding the development
of each Cutting Permit &/or Road Permit
can be submitted to: coopercreek@
porcupinewood.com
Note: the 2017 CP Development posting is
for information purposes only and is not a
formal referral process. CCC appreciates
all comments; however, CCC will only
respond to those comments that may
affect a material change to the CP.

LEGAL NOTICE
NO. VLC-S-S-174538
VANCOUVER REGISTRY
IN THE SUPREME COURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
BETWEEN:
LARISA DANIELE MILUS also known as LARISSA DANIELLE MILUS,
by her litigation guardian, the PUBLIC GUARDIAN AND TRUSTEE
PLAINTIFF
AND:
JASON CHRISTOPHER MILUS in his capacity as Executor of the Estate
of JUNE MILUS, DECEASED, and in his personal capacity
DEFENDANTS
ADVERTISEMENT
To:

JASON CHRISTOPHER MILUS in his capacity as Executor of
the Estate of JUNE MILUS, DECEASED, and in his personal
capacity

TAKE NOTICE THAT on August 29, 2017 an order was made for service
on you of a Notice of Civil Claim issued from the Vancouver Registry of
the Supreme Court of British Columbia in proceeding number S-174538
by way of this advertisement.
In the proceeding, the Public Guardian and Trustee, as litigation guardian
of Larisa Daniele Milus also known as Larissa Danielle Milus, claims the
following relief against you: An accounting of and payment of amount due
to the Plaintiff as beneficiary of the Estate and damages for breach of trust
and fiduciary duty by the Defendant in his capacity as executor of the Estate
and in his personal capacity.
You must file a responding pleading/response to petition within the period
required under the Supreme Court Civil Rules failing which further proceedings, including judgment, may be taken against you without notice to you.
You may obtain, from the Vancouver Registry, at 800 Smithe Street, Vancouver, BC, a copy of the Notice of Civil Claim and the order providing for
service by this advertisement.
This advertisement is placed by Public Guardian and Trustee, as litigation
guardian of Larisa Daniele Milus also known as Larissa Danielle Milus,
whose address for service is McLarty Wolf at 1414 – 808 Nelson Street,
PO Box 12156 Nelson Square, Vancouver, BC, V6Z 2H2; Facsimile: 604988-9241
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Marijuana producers’ co-op awaits direction from Ottawa
by Art Joyce
The Kootenay Outdoor
Producers’ Co-op, a local coalition
formed to create the first legal
marijuana production operation in
the West Kootenay, has elected its
first board. The inaugural meeting for
the co-op was held at Taghum Hall
May 16 with a standing-room only
audience. But president Todd Veri
says there remain many uncertainties
as Ottawa and the provinces drag
their feet on finalizing legislation.

“We have been patiently waiting
for some word or direction on
the upcoming regulations from
government and how they will apply
to our business plan,” says Veri.
“Unfortunately, no information has
been forthcoming. Will it be – as we
initially feared – that preference is
once more going to be given to large
corporate weed factories?”
Veri says the co-op – and other
non-corporate cannabis producers
– will need to focus on convincing

FAUQUIER
COMMUNITY MEETING
Wednesday, October 4th, 2017 6:00 pm
Fauquier Community Hall, Spruce St.
The Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK)
and the Westbank First Nation (WFN) invite
residents to a community meeting to learn more
about WFN and the process of adding reserve
lands within the community of Fauquier. Please
come and participate in a community discussion
with Local Area Director Paul Peterson and staff
from the Westbank First Nation, Regional District
of Central Kootenay (RDCK), Province of British
Columbia and Indigenous and Northern Affairs
Canada (INAC). Refreshments will be provided.

Ottawa that the co-op business model
“is in the best interests of Canadians,
and to make sure their upcoming
regulations allow it.”
And in fact, the Justin Trudeau
government has so far been more
encouraging of the small business
model than the former Harper
government. The November 2016
Task Force on Cannabis Legalization
and Regulation recommended using
licensing and production controls
to encourage a diverse, competitive
market that also includes outdoor
cannabis grown by small- and
medium-sized producers.
The co-op’s business model is to
produce all-organic, outdoor grown
marijuana for recreational use that is
not bred for maximum THC and does
not use agrochemicals. A secondary
marketing stream may include valueadded products such as oils, seeds

and plant starts for the home market.
“For our model to succeed,”
says Veri, “we need to make sure
that new federal regulations don’t
accidentally shut out the possibility
of this method of production in
favour of the corporate indoor model
that has already become established
in the Canadian medical marijuana
sector.”
The Trudeau government has set
July 2018 as the deadline for final
adoption of the legislation. Veri’s
board has met with MP Wayne
Stetski, and is asking the public to
make their support for the co-op
model known to the MP. “I believe
that whether or not you agree with
what the Liberals are doing with
legalizing recreational marijuana,”
says MP Stetski, “then assuming it
proceeds next July, we should make
sure the local economy benefits, and

Paul Peterson
RDCK Electoral Area K Director
Phone: (250) 265-4411
Email: ppeterson@rdck.bc.ca Web: www.rdck.ca

The Cops for Kids ride stopped at the Crescent Valley Fire Hall for a break which gave Area H director
Walter Popoff the opportunity to thank all of the riders for participating. He is shown here with Rob
Crowder, a Sheriff and Crescent Valley volunteer firefighter whom Area H sponsored for $750.

Open Sun. 11-3 • 411 Kootenay St, Nelson

Blaze King Wood
Stoves & Valley
Comfort Wood
Furnaces
BEST STOVES ON THE
MARKET
CHECK OUT OUR DUCTCLEANING SERVICE
SALES, INSTALLATIONS,
INSPECTIONS BY AWARDWINNING BUSINESS
K.F. Kootenay Furnace Ltd.
Doug Burton • 250-355-0088
“WETT” CERTIFIED

the co-op is a great model.”
However, provincial
governments are concerned that
there isn’t enough time to address the
legal, social, and health challenges
of ending marijuana prohibition.
Some governments such as Manitoba
are asking for an extension to the
deadline. In June this year, Prime
Minister Trudeau rejected the idea,
stating that governments at all levels
have been given plenty of time to
enact legislation.
But Stetski understands why
some are requesting an extension.
Some months ago, he met with
RCMP representatives concerned
about their ability to conduct roadside
screening for cannabis intoxication.
They were reassured by the fact that
the Supreme Court of Canada had
granted them the right to do roadside
testing. The problem is, currently the
only effective test for THC levels is
a blood test.
“Technology needs to catch up,
like a breathalyzer that would work
with cannabis,” says Stetski. “So I
understand groups that want to delay
legalization to make sure the negative
part of it is minimized.”
Legalization is a complicated
issue on many fronts. A
representative from the Canadian
Nurses Association has told Stetski
that since Colorado’s legalization of
recreational marijuana, the number
one thing bringing people into
emergency wards there is traffic
accidents due to cannabis-impaired
drivers, or people suffering paranoia
attacks. The College of Family
Physicians Canada does not endorse
either medicinal or recreational
cannabis use, citing a lack of research
during the country’s decades-long
prohibition.
“At the same time,” says Stetski,
“I have constituents who have told
me that medical marijuana has
absolutely improved their conditions,
particularly arthritis and epilepsy.
Once it’s legalized, I’m sure there will
be much more research opportunities
available and better decisions based
on that research.”
Another concern is how to set the
legal age for cannabis consumption.
Neurological studies have shown
that the brain’s development isn’t
finished until about age 25. There
may be a risk of neurological damage
by regular consumption of drugs or
alcohol prior to this age. The federal
government is proposing 19 as the
legal age for cannabis use and wants
to keep it out of the hands of youth,
while also eliminating the black
market. But Veri says these concerns
are directly addressed in the co-op’s
constitution.
“Given that, and the reality that
our region is awash in black market
activity and has a high rate of youth
use, we feel that if our co-op model
is licenced we would be in the best
position to help reverse this locally
through economic development,
engagement, and funding local
education.”
For more information contact
the co-op at Kootenay.outdoor@
gmail.com.
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Hidden Garden Gallery celebrates 17 years
by Art Joyce
It all started as many things do
in a small town – with a meeting in
someone’s living room. And from
there, great things often grow. In
anticipation of the closure of the
Kildare Street location it has enjoyed
for the first 17 years of its existence,
the Hidden Garden Gallery hosted a
celebration the afternoon of September
17. Rather than mourn the passing of
the place that has nurtured so much
talent in the community, the HGG
board chose to frame it as a new
beginning, hence the event’s title,
‘Shift Happens.’
A new location has not yet been
found but there are several prospects
and there’s no lack of volunteer energy
to carry the gallery forward.
The appearance of local duo Freya
– Martine denBok and Noel Fudge – in
the garden was a fitting tribute to all
the musicians, writers and artists that
have performed on the garden stage

over nearly two decades. From the
beginning, music has been an integral
part of gala openings and other events.
A cake cutting was also held to mark
the transition.
This reporter screened a slideshow
based on archival research into both
HGG photos and his own extensive
photographic archives, spanning
13 years of events. This archive
was presented in digital form as a
gift to board chairperson Katharine
Dickerson. Another stalwart HGG
supporter and events photographer,
Sally Lamare, was unable to be
present. The presentation offered
an overview of the gallery’s history
starting with its original visionary and
first gardener, Rosalie Bird. Audience
members were asked to volunteer
stories, anecdotes and even corrected
dates for the slideshow.
Lori Langford recalled Barb
Yeomans calling a ‘conception’
meeting, stating, “we needed to make

The Hidden Garden Gallery hosted a celebration the afternoon of September 17.

Food for Thought: Can we change?
submitted
The Hidden Garden Gallery
invites you to a Food for Thought
presentation by Laura Sacks –
Climate Change: Reframing
from Despair to Opportunity on
September 24. In this presentation,
Laura will take the audience through
three critical questions: must we
change, can we change, and will we
change?
She’ll explore not only the
sobering reality of the climate crisis,
but also the exciting news about
solutions to make our world a better
place. You’ll leave with ideas about
how you can get involved and take
action.
Laura Sacks was recently trained
by Al Gore as a Climate Reality
Leader, and also heads up the
local chapter of Citizens’ Climate
Lobby. She has worked as a water
scientist and local organic farmer,
and has degrees in geology and
environmental sciences, with more
recent coursework in sustainability,
climate science and policy, and
renewable energy.
The presentation takes place

Sunday, September 24 at 7:30 at
the Knox Hall in New Denver.
Admission by donation to benefit
the Gallery.

something happen in this community.”
Bird, who had spent time living at
the famous Findhorn intentional
community in Scotland, was said to
have remarked that the place had a
“garden spirit” waiting to be revealed.
Founding member Burgin Jacobs
recalled the garden area being a
“garbage dump” when volunteers
began work on it in March–April
2000. Photos show the original sodturning with Jacobs, Bird and Michel
Sabard. Other volunteers in the early
photographs shown to be working hard
on the garden transformation are Jana
Schellenberg, Stefan Jacob, Morgen
Bardati, Eleanor Spangler and Andy
Albright.
It took a giant leap of faith to
build the gallery at this location, since
the owner at the time, Peter van der
Velden, had the building up for sale.
Fortunately, it was purchased by Ann
Bunka in July 2001. Bunka owned the
building and kept the gallery’s rent low
for 15 years, running a health food
store and Sears outlet next door for
several years.
Also noted as “indispensable”
to the gallery’s transformation was
Gordon Butt, who built the kitchen and
helped install the display case by the
Kildare Street door. One photo shows
Trevor Harrop making the very first
donation to the gallery. Harrop had his
first dental clinic in the building during
the 1950s. The late Barry Lamare
built the first countertop, which now
resides in DJ Wright’s shop, Garden
Graces. Another photo shows Richard
Harwood and Paul Gibbons building
the garden stage, though the date is
unknown.
Conceptual art had a place in
the gallery’s early history, starting
with the Grass Coat made by Burgin
Jacobs, and Jana Schellenberg’s
kitchen sink fountain installation;
both made their appearance in the
garden during the first exhibition
season. Pioneering exhibitors in 2000
included artist Morgen Bardati and
photographer Patrizia Menton. Menton
bookended the first 17 years with the
last exhibition at the Kildare Street
location on September 4 this year.
Others have gone on to successful

You are invited to Harvest Share’s
10th Anniversary!
Join us for pie and live music

Saturday September 30th
7 pm – 9 pm
Bosun Hall, New Denver (710 Bellevue St.)
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national or international careers,
such as Galen Felde, Tsuneko ‘Koko’
Kokubo and Jeremy Down, along with
many, many others.
The gallery has been unique for
its policy of taking no commissions
on artists’ sales, asking only modest
rental fees.
As if the gallery’s contribution
to nurturing talent in the community
weren’t enough, in 2010 the HGG board
worked tirelessly to offer New Denver
an artistic gift – an original sculpture
by internationally known sculptor Toru
Fujibayashi. Working with then Mayor
Gary Wright, who donated Village
labour, the board arranged to have
the sculpture permanently installed in
Greer Park, overlooking Slocan Lake.
On July 18, 2010, a bagpiper led the
board and supporters down the main
street to the park, where Mayor Wright
officially unveiled the sculpture.
Other popular events held over
the years at the gallery include garden
teas, teddy bear picnics, Lucerne school
student art exhibitions, meditation

nights, the Summer Lights poetry
series, life drawing classes, and the
Food for Thought lecture series.
Dickerson says the loss of the
gallery’s original location should be
seen as the beginning of a new era.
“It’s just been too much a part of the
creativity of this community to pass
away.”

Expect Bicycles

Columbia Basin Watershed Network
October 2, 2017
Wetlands Awareness and Education Day
Please join CBWN and other local watershed/wetlands groups at Selkirk
College in Nakusp from 9:30 am to 4:00 pm to help raise wetlands
awareness and tour local wetlands.
Want to know more about watersheds and wetlands in your area? Would
you like to help rehabilitate local wetlands or are you a private landowner
who has, or would like, a wetland on your property? Then join us on one
of the two walking tours on offer that day, guided by professional biologist Darcy Quamme MSc, R.P. Bio.
Morning tour: 9:45 – 11:45 Meet at Selkirk College. Transportation
will be provided but space is limited so it is recommended that you preregister to ensure your seat.
Afternoon tour: Meet at Selkirk College at 1:30pm to get directions.
You will have to provide your own transportation but the site will be
close to town. Tour should last about 2 hours.

We would like to celebrate the
bounty of fruit in our community
and give thanks to everyone that
has participated in the Harvest
Share program over the past
10 years.

Weather is unpredictable so make sure that you layer up and wear comfortable shoes. The hike will be mild to moderate so no special gear is
required. Don’t forget your camera.

We will be providing a variety of
pies made with local fruit and
invite you to make a pie from
your backyard fruit to share with
the community.

For more information, or to pre-register for the morning tour, please
email dswitzer@nakusp.net.

Hope to see you there!

If you can’t make one of the tours, please stop by Selkirk College during
the day as information booths will be set up all day, with representatives
from local groups there to answer your questions.

We gratefully acknowledge the support of WWF Canada and Loblaw
Companies Limited.
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Intimate Landscapes at Studio Connexion Gallery
submitted
For the last event of the regular
exhibition season, the curator has
chosen to do the only photography
show. Gail McMartin’s series
Intimate Landscapes can be viewed
at Studio Connexion Gallery in
Nakusp from September 26 to
October 7.
Gail is a scientist who worked for
the University of Calgary in a medical
research laboratory. She loved
taking photos of immunofluorescent

labelled cells. For personal interest
she took photography courses at
the Southern Alberta Institute of
Technology and the Alberta College
of Art and Design. Working with a
digital camera, she likes to shoot
in ‘RAW’ so she can do her own
editing. She says she doesn’t really
have a preference as to what she likes
to photograph – nature, landscapes
and macrophotography are all very
attractive to her.
Gail and her husband retired

in Nakusp about seven years
ago because they both love the
environment and lifestyle of the
Kootenays. An active member of
the Arrow Lakes Fine Art Guild,

last year she produced a beautiful
poster for the Mushroom Festival
featuring various mushrooms found
in the region.
Everyone is welcomed to the
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reception on Friday September 29
from 5 to 8 pm. Refreshments will
be served. All photographs will be
for sale and patrons will be able to
order from the limited edition.

Nakusp Fall Fair – September 16, 2017

Studio Connexion Gallery invites you to its 9th
		
season
• Sept. 5 - 23: Robyn GOLD
• Sept. 26 - Oct. 7: Gail McMARTIN
The Nakusp Fall Fair was held September 16 at the Old Firehall Collective, both in and outdoors. The apple bobbing brought out the
determination in the people of Nakusp!

Some of the many colourful displays of fruits and vegetables at the Nakusp Fall Fair.

Slocan Family Fair Day – September 3, 2017

The Spirit of Slocan Committee held its second annual Family Fair Day in Slocan over the Labour Day weekend. The day started off with a
pancake Breakfast by the Royal Canadian Legion and a parade up Harold Street. The rest of the day saw locals in Expo Park, enjoying the silent
auction, live music, vendors and kids carnival games. Here, Barbara and Charlie Mack pedal in the parade on their ‘Veggie Mobile.’

The Slocan Community Library float at the second annual Family Fair Day in Slocan on September 3.
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Hills Garlic Festival celebrates 25th year in style
those, there were 30 new vendors due
to cancellations. Food vendors were
sold out by day’s end.
More than 4,000 people can create
a lot of waste but Katrina Sumrall’s
Green Team had it under control,
with three recycling and composting
stations staffed by volunteers. Festival
coordinator Sumrall reports that only
two garbage bags of waste will be sent
to the landfill; everything else was
either recycled or composted. “There’s
about 1,700 pounds of food and paper
waste that will be composted, and
about $50 in returnable bottles,” she
said.
“In the past, we’ve met with
some resistance [to the Green Team’s
stations] but now it seems like people
are really embracing it and saying
this is a really cool thing,” says
Kinsell. “When I was out walking
on the grounds, because we had our
staff T-shirts, people would ask us,
where do I take my plates, where’s
the recycling?”
The sudden influx of several
thousand vehicles to a village that
usually only harbours 500 or so can
make for serious parking issues. But
once again, this was well handled by
volunteer traffic directors. Lightening
the load were buses bringing in
seniors from Vernon, the bus from
WE Graham Community Services
in Slocan and John Matthews’ Idaho
Peak van.
“One of our new initiatives
was encouraging car pooling,” says
Kinsell. “We gave free passes if you
brought a vehicle of six or eight; the
first three paid and the rest got in free.
There were 18 people that got in free
that way.”
As ever, entertainment was diverse

and of high quality. To celebrate the
25th anniversary, organizers invited
four bands to perform: bluegrass outfit
Mountain Station, popular Cuban
band Brisas del Palmar, and two local
duos – Motes and Oats, and Freya.
Bubbles the Clown was kept busy all
day making balloon animals while
the face painting tent was as popular
as ever with kids. Flydini aka Dale
Morris invited the kids into his tent
for his dazzling magic tricks.
With so many tickets sold at the
gates, it’s not hard to imagine the
funds raised for local causes. Although
the accounting isn’t done yet, Kinsell
estimates $20,000 will be distributed
to local organizations. Among
them are Hills Doukhobor Society,
Valhalla Hills Nordic Ski Club, Hills
Emergency Services Society, The
Outlet Youth Centre, Lucerne School,
and Slocan Lake Early Learning
Society (Nursery School), most of
whom provide volunteers for the
festival. A donation will be made to
the Summit Lake Ski Hill for the use
of their snow fencing. The parent
organization for the festival, the Hills

Recreation Society, will also donate to
programs supporting youth recreation
in the community. In the past this
has included fees for soccer, skiing,
snowboarding, swimming lessons,
avalanche training, parkour, etc.
Many services must be hired
to make the festival run smoothly,
adding to local employment. This
includes traffic control, portable
toilet rentals, tent rentals, advertising
and graphic design services, shuttle
services, washroom maintenance
and cleaning contractors, shredder
services, the Village of New Denver,
RHC Insurance, Tyler Paynton and
crew, Kevin McLeod, and the Friday
Market Society. In addition, the
festival was supported by the efforts
of about 150 volunteers.
If you saw a vendor and are
curious about purchasing a product
from them, the Garlic Festival website
has them all listed with links to their
businesses and Facebook pages. If
you’d like one of the special souvenirs
for the 25th anniversary – aprons,
mugs and tote bags – they can be
ordered through the website.

PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

wildfire season that broke all records,
even three or four weeks before the
festival, Kinsell had emails asking
if the event would be cancelled.
Fortunately, there were no fires in the
immediate vicinity, the only reason
organizers would have shut down.
The festival has a formal emergency
evacuation plan thanks in part to
local paramedic Sara Rainford, who
helped keep First Avenue clear for
that purpose.
Kinsell says every year she’s asked
by festival visitors if the festival’s
vendor village has grown larger, but in
fact it has stayed the same for several
years now at around 160 vendors. Of

Kevin Smith reads the award-winning garlic poem at Hills Garlic Festival 2017.
PHOTO CREDIT: ART JOYCE

by Art Joyce
After a much-needed rain, the
skies cleared beautifully for the 25th
annual Hills Garlic Festival September
10 and everywhere the mood was light.
Although attendance was slightly
down again for the second year at
4,400, by any measure the festival
was a success.
“Part of the reason for the lower
attendance is the smoky skies leading
up to the garlic festival,” says festival
organizer Ellen Kinsell. “We had a
number of people email to ask about
it and some vendors said they couldn’t
come because of respiratory issues.”
With BC suffering through a
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Orsi & Elly of Artel Studio at the Hills Garlic Festival 2017.
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Sharon Noble releases investigative report on smart meter fires
by Art Joyce
Sharon Noble, director of the
Stop Smart Meters BC coalition, has
released a 160-page investigative
report on fires caused by faulty smart
meters.
Noble is asserting that the BC
Utilities Commission (BCUC) have
failed in their duty to protect British
Columbians from a known electrical
fire hazard caused by flaws in the
device’s design. The report is a
thoroughly documented rebuttal
to provincial authorities and BC
Hydro, who continue to claim the
meters are not a potential fire hazard.
Noble presents documents obtained
through Freedom of Information
(FOI), sworn testimony, eyewitness
accounts, expert evidence, and
photos to support her contention that
the meters aren’t safe.
“The BCUC put the onus on me
to prove that there are problems with
ITRON smart meters that put life and
property at risk,” writes Noble in her
executive summary. “I will meet that
challenge and by so doing, expect
that BCUC will do its job, which
is to protect the citizens of British
Columbia. It must demand that the
ITRON smart meters be removed

from the walls of our homes and
replaced by safe, reliable analog
meters.”
The BCUC’s response to Noble’s
previous submission in March 2016
was that it was “not persuasive,”
partly due to relying on testimony
from unnamed electrical engineering
experts and only eight incidents of
fires. “One would think that even one
example should have alerted BCUC
to enlist the aid of an independent
forensic engineer to ferret out the
truth of my allegation,” writes Noble.
“And if numbers were really an
issue, then the BCUC would have
requested more, which it didn’t.”
Her new report documents 47 fires
that can be linked to the meters.
“It should be noted here that while
the number 47 above is firm, the
reporting system is in such a mess…
that the actual number of smart meter
fires will never be known.”
She also rebuts a report by Surrey
Fire Chief Len Garis (the basis
of BCUC’s contention) that there
isn’t enough evidence linking smart
meters to fires. Her data sources have
been incident reports obtained from
the Office of the Fire Commissioner
(OFC), Ministry of Justice, Ministry

of Transportation and Infrastructure,
BC Safety Authority, BC Hydro, fire
departments, and from victims and
witnesses. By contrast to Noble’s
exhaustively researched report, Garis
relied on a single Statistical Report
from the OFC for a single year. The
Garis report lacks academic rigour in
its methodology, she says, failing to
consult raw data, “which would have
led him, as it did me, to recognize that
the reporting and tracking system is
dysfunctional, and that, in fact, there
have been many meter failures and
fires.” Noble asserts that the BCUC
itself has become dysfunctional by
accepting such a substandard report,
and in fact, “is neglecting its duty,
under the Utilities Commission Act,
to protect the public.”
Perhaps most contentious is the
fact that smart meters are routinely
removed from the scene of a fire
by BC Hydro and FortisBC. Yet,
according to the BC Fire Safety
Standards Act, nothing is to be
removed from the scene of a fire
prior to the completion of an
inspection by a fire inspector. In
the case of an electrical fire, this
inspection is supposed to be done by
the BC Safety Authority or electrical

by Sandy Smith
The second cabin north of Slocan
Village along the Valhalla Provincial
Park’s Slocan Lake Shoreline Trail,
known as the Paszty cabin, is slated
for demolition. This has re-sparked
discussion about the fate of the
neighbouring Barkley cabin, which is
the last remaining tenured cabin along
the trail.
Robert Barkley, former Slocan
resident, is the special permit
leaseholder of that last cabin. When he
dies, the cabin will also be scheduled
for demolition. Instead, he would
like to see the Barkley cabin saved
and re-purposed as a ranger station/
interpretive centre. Barkley approached
Slocan Village council with his idea.
“This issue was brought forward
by Councillor Perriere in response to
public concern about losing a potential
park asset – suggesting ideas of how
the [Barkley] cabin could support
park information and upkeep,” said
Slocan Mayor Jessica Lunn in an
interview. “Historically, the Village
has advocated for increased provincial
funding towards park access and
maintenance.”
Barkley says he would like to see
council take his concerns and ideas and
present them at the upcoming Union of
BC Municipalities (UBCM) conference
at the end of September. He also
points out that the Valhalla Provincial

Park Master Plan supports this idea.
On page 48, it states its objective
to “encourage public awareness,
understanding and appreciation of the
elements comprising… the special
natural and cultural features of Valhalla
Park.” The master plan lists specific
action priorities as a means to reach
its objectives, including interpretive
and guided programs showcasing park
geology, hydrology, vegetation, prehistory (pictographs), and park history.
“The cabin is in very good shape; it
would be a shame to have it torn down,”
Barkley said. “People come from all
over the world to visit. When I talk to
people on the (Slocan) beach, they are
anxious for more information; they
want to know the history of the park.
They ask questions like: ‘What was it
before? Were there any fires? Has the
park been logged?’ If someone like a
student on co-op were in that building,
they could serve that purpose.”
Bob’s daughter, Carrie Barkley,
says camping at the cabin is the
highlight of her year, and for many

of her extended family members, as
well. “We know it is a very small dot
on anybody’s radar, except for us of
course. But we can see the benefit in
maintaining and using that building,”
she said.
“Valhalla Provincial Park is
an incredible environmental and
recreational asset to the community, the
region, and a magnificent destination
for ecotourists from around the world,”
said Lunn.

Paszty cabin in Valhalla Park slated for demolition

The Paszty cabin, along the Valhalla
Provincial Park’s Slocan Lake Shoreline
Trail, is slated for demolition.

Health care auxiliaries
meet in Nakusp

submitted
Thirty-five women from Nakusp,
Kaslo, New Denver, Trail, Rossland,
Salmo, Castlegar, Grand Forks and
Christina Lake gathered September
14 in Nakusp for a BC Association
of H ealth Care Auxiliaries
Kootenay-Boundary conference.
Three presidents attended: Barb
Abbey (Nakusp), Barb Lahner (New
Denver) and Carol Koenig (Kaslo).
The Arrow Lakes auxiliary
bought a 16-passenger bus for muchneeded medical transportation,
Abbey reported. The cost was
$95,600.
Allana Ferro from Trail was
installed as the new Area Director.
Next year’s event will be held in
Rossland in September.

inspectors.
“Despite assurances to the
contrary by BC Hydro and the
BCUC,” writes Noble, “this Act
is being violated with impunity,
making it impossible in many
instances for the cause of the fire to
be determined and reported.” And
despite BC Hydro’s claim that the
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meters are being sent to a lab for
inspection, Powertech – the utility’s
lab – stated that it has never inspected
a smart meter.
A brief online summary and the
full downloadable report is available
at http://www.stopsmartmetersbc.
com/z/2017-09-12-bcuc-smartmeter-fires/

BAIR (DENIS) BROCK

It is with great sadness that I
announce the passing of Bair
(Denis) Brock (December 21,
1945 - May 15, 2017) at Trail
Regional Hospital.
During his lifetime, Bair had
two main careers. The first
was working as a hair artist
where he was greatly
respected for his skill and
creativity at hair cutting and
colouring. He is still
remembered for his caring
nature and warmth.

Following this, he ran the plant
nursery in Hills, and every year produced
two greenhouses of annuals and perennials. To this day, people mention the
quality plants that Bair grew and remember his caring manner with his customers and friends. His generous support of the garden society’s fundraising
and events at the Kohan Garden was always appreciated.
He also loved to travel and spent many winters travelling the southern US
and in Canada during the summers.
He was predeceased by his mother Brenda, his father James, and his brother
Jim (Glenda).
Please come and join us in celebrating his life at the Kohan Garden on October
1 at 11:00 am with a lunch to follow.
I would like to thank Dr. Lea and the staff at the Arrow Lakes Hospital for the
wonderful care they gave Bair before his passing.
— Ray Nikkel

Upcoming Harvest Share Workshop:
Compost Preparation and Use
Proper manipulation of organic matter can make plants healthier.

How do we do it? Come find out! This workshop will discuss ideas and recipes you can implement
immediately.
Topics will include the preparation and testing of compost, the mistakes that lead to poor quality,
and the steps to make high quality compost that suppress plant diseases.
This intensive 1-day seminar will be led by Mario Lanthier of CropHealth Advising & Research
in Kelowna BC and will be of interest to organic growers, landscapers, and avid gardeners.
Participants will learn the differences between “good” compost and “bad” compost and how to
use the finished product in different situations. The afternoon session is hands-on to practice
the concepts discussed in the morning.

When: Saturday October 14
Time: 9:00 am to 4:00 pm (45 minute break for lunch)
Cost: $20-$40 sliding scale
Where: Knox Hall in New Denver (521 6th Ave)
20 participants max

Contact Bree to register: (phone) 250-354-8120 (email) newdenver@wildsafebc.com
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Open house generates engaged discussion on Kaslo Waterfront and Parks Strategy
and with Brian and myself.”
The project deliverables are
an environmental management
plan, beach grooming plan,
invasive species control program,
standard maintenance guidelines
for Village staff and volunteers,
and recommendations that can
be used in a future parks master
plan. Fournier-Beck says the
final product will be presented
to Kaslo council at the end of
December.
Ten posters were set up
around the room at the open
house, each with a theme or topic
of discussion, photos, and maps.
The themes included: existing
zoning permitted uses and OCP
guidelines, park design, access
and accessibility, environmental
protection, beach grooming,
trail development, and invasive

species control.
Fournier-Beck had not yet
compiled the public comments
received at the open house, but
shared some of the salient points.
On beach grooming, she
said there are some people who
support grooming along the
entire waterfront, some who
support leaving it natural, and
some who think some grooming
should occur on the manicured
beaches at the Moyie and Kaslo
Bay while other portions should
be left natural or mostly natural.
On access to the waterfront,
Fournier-Beck says many

people feel that vehicle access,
particularly the Logger Sport
grounds, is very important. “We
heard that when the area was
gated earlier this year, it created
an unintended consequence
of negatively impacting
windsurfers and kayakers, and
some businesses, in particular,”
she said. “We have also heard
from those with accessibility
issues, that they are disappointed
they cannot access this area
anymore. Equally, we have heard
from those who appreciate that
vegetation is starting to grow
there again because of the limited

traffic.”
Fournier-Beck says they
heard “fairly loud and clear
from a few people that we need
to consider how the businesses
in the Village make money –
through visiting tourists – and
therefore we should consider
what is most appealing and
supportive of their use of the
spaces.”
Some of the other comments
were around the lack of bylaw
compliance for things such as
‘rogue’ camping, beach fires
and parking; ways to lower the
impact on residents of parking

and access to waterfront trails;
and municipal campground
layout.
Another open house is
planned for later this fall, but
public consultation is ongoing
throughout the project. Any
questions, comments or concerns
may be directed to FournierBeck (marie_ange_fbeck@
yahoo.com or 250-353-1335) or
Brian Arquilla (info@mtn-pac.
com or 250-540-4623) or the
Village of Kaslo, Box 576, Kaslo
V0G 1M0. The consultants are
reaching out to the public through
various print and online channels.

by Jan McMurray
The wildfire-driven
provincial state of emergency
was rescinded September 15,
although there are still local states
of emergency in parts of BC. This
year’s fire season saw the most
hectares burned in BC’s history,
but fortunately the Slocan, Arrow
Lakes, and North Kootenay Lake
Valleys were not hard hit.
The evacuation alert for the
residents of the Poplar Creek
area was rescinded on Monday,
September 18 at noon. The
RDCK issued a media release
stating that the threat posed by the
Rapid Creek fire had diminished
enough to rescind the alert, which
was issued July 30 at 8 pm.
The fire was 1,400 hectares on
Monday.
As of Monday, September
18, the only evacuation alert still
in effect in the RDCK was the
alert due to the Harrop Creek
fire, at 3,117 hectares. The fire
has been burning since July 24
and residents have been on alert
since August 31.
The 410-hectare McCormick
Creek fire 20 kilometres

southwest of Salmo was 100%
contained on Monday.
The Galena fire northeast
of the Galena/Shelter Bay ferry
landing between Nakusp and
Revelstoke was 445 hectares and
60% contained on September 18.
This fire is visible from Hwy 23
and the ferry landing, has been
burning since July 13.
Other fires still burning as of
Monday in the Arrow Lakes area
were Hamling Lake, 71 hectares,
discovered August 12; Caribou
Creek near Burton, 49 hectares,
discovered August 12; and Fife in
the Whatshan Range, 20 hectares,
discovered July 12.
In the North Kootenay
Lake area, the lightning-caused,
.40-hectare Preacher Creek
fire northeast of Riondel was
discovered September 16. Fires
still burning as of Monday
include Winters Creek northeast
of Johnson’s Landing, 4,280
hectares, discovered July 14;
Campbell Creek on the east
side of Kootenay Lake across
from Shutty Bench, 40 hectares,
discovered July 30; Glacier Creek
east of Howser, 330 hectares,

disovered July 10; and Healy
Creek in the north Lardeau River
area, 1,070 hectares, discovered
July 27.
In the Incomappleux, the
Mt. McBean fire, discovered
July 21, was still burning on
Monday (1,300 hectares), as
was the Battle Mountain fire,

120 hectares, discovered July
31. Two very small (.01 hectares)
fires, discovered August 24, were
burning in McDougal Creek.
The provincial state of
emergency was declared on
July 7 and was extended four
times over the nine weeks that
followed.

submitted
Nelson photographer Fred
Rosenberg took thousands of
photos during Kootenay Coop Radio’s first 10 years of
broadcasting – 16,000 photos
in all. KCR is displaying a
selection at the Nelson Public
Library during September and
October, with a new selection
of prints October 1.
Rich black and white images
of radio shows, radio plays
and live music, radio camps
and special events, building
renovations, and even the AGM
radio bingo are all part of the
exhibition. Many of KCR’s
movers-and-shakers, radio
personalities, and dedicated

volunteers have been caught in
Rosenberg’s lens.
Fred Rosenberg received
his Bachelor of Arts in
photojournalism from San Jose
State University in 1969, and
began exhibiting his photographs
in 1971. He was a street
photographer for two decades
in California and Vancouver and
has photographed in a variety
of contexts in Nelson since
1982, including as a studio/
portrait photographer. Fred
was a dedicated Kootenay
Co-op Radio volunteer and
board member for many years,
and continues to document
the activities of this dynamic
community resource.

Wildfire season winds down; evacuation alert rescinded for Poplar Creek

Fred Rosenberg: the Radio
Photographs at the Nelson Public Library

PHOTO CREDIT: FRED ROSENBERG

by Jan McMurray
About 45 people attended
the Village of Kaslo Waterfront
and Parks Strategy open house
at JVH School on September 14.
Marie-Ange FournierBeck of VIVID Consulting in
Kaslo and Brian Arquilla of
Mountain Pacific Environmental
Consultants of Vernon are
managing the project on behalf
of the Village and the Parks,
Recreation and Open Spaces
Committee. “What stood
out the most about the entire
evening was how engaged
the participants were,” said
Fournier-Beck. “The discussions,
debates and questions that were
happening amongst everyone
was impressive and encouraging.
There were people having very
healthy debates with each other

Terry Brennan and Zoë Creighton in the early days of Kootenay Co-op Radio

Haiku workshop at the Langham
submitted
Haiku in the Mountians,
a workshop with New Denver
poet Sean Arthur Joyce, kicks off
the Langham’s Gala weekend in
Kaslo. The weekend, Memory
and Reflection, marks the 75th
anniversary of the Japanese
Canadian internment during
WWII.
In this age of social media
and instant communications it
can be a challenge to hear the
“still, small voice” so essential
to creative inspiration. Yet in
traditional forms of Japanese
poetry such as haiku, we are
returned to our capacity for

meditative thought.
Far more than just
observation, the writing of haiku
elicits an emotional response
to nature and the events of our
lives.
Participants will meet at
the Langham at 2 pm October
5, where Joyce will provide
an overview of the haiku craft,
followed by a brief walk and
time to write. Please bring a
paper notebook, a pen and good
walking shoes. At 6:30 pm the
reception begins in the lobby.
To register, contact the
Langham at langham@netidea.
com or call 250-353-2661.
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Kaslo council, September 5: Street patio policy to be reviewed
by Jan McMurray
• Council agreed to revisit the
Temporary LOC program in October,
a pilot project which allows businesses
to have outdoor patios in parking
spaces on Front Street. Existing
agreements are in place for one
more season (2018). Two concerns
that have been raised are the loss of
parking spaces and the desire by some
businesses to have long-term reserved
parking in public parking spaces in the
downtown core.
• A briefing note for the Union
of BC Municipalities convention
regarding the RCMP was approved.
The note contains five requests: that
the Kaslo detachment’s response
area be reviewed or additional staff
be provided; that the RCMP work
with the Province on improving
the restorative justice program; that

Since 1986

Wool sweaters and sheepskin
slippers are now here, to keep you
cozy during the cool evenings.
Still open every day.

250.353.2566

408 Front Street, Kaslo, BC
www.figmentscanada.com

• Fresh Meat Cut Daily
• Fresh & Frozen Seafood
• Freezer Packs
• Deli Sandwiches to go
• Awesome Cheese Selection
• Fresh & Smoked Sausage
• Smoked Salmon
• Awesome Beef Jerky
• Custom Cutting
• Weekly Instore Specials

the Kootenay Boundary Regional
Detachment engage in a discussion
with rural areas and Interior Health
regarding a rural Police and Crisis
Team program in communities
like Kaslo; that provincial traffic
noise laws be enforced reasonably
in residential areas immediately
adjacent to provincial highways; that
the Kootenay Boundary Regional

Detachment meet with Kaslo’s CAO
and council to discuss measures that
could increase bylaw enforcement
collaboration, especially in the
summer.
• Staff was asked to invite some
specific stakeholders to attend a
meeting about improving planning,
logistics and coordination of major
events in Kaslo, likely in October.

• The proposed hangar lease (40
x 40) at the Kaslo aerodrome will be
advertised for Mr. A. Thompson for
$320 per year over three years plus
costs as per the Fees and Charges
Bylaw.
Mr. Thompson and all existing
hangar owners will be approached
about financially contributing to
a project that would facilitate the

creation of leasehold subdivision lots
for their hangars, allowing much longer
term leases for their improvements and
more secure investment possibilities.
• Mayor Hewat was appointed
as the Municipal Insurance Agency
of BC 2017 AGM voting delegate,
with Councillor Lang as first alternate
delegate and Councillor Knoll as
second alternate.

submitted
Taiken: Japanese Canadians
since 1877 and Memories From
Home, is a travelling exhibit being
held at the Langham from now until
October 29.
A large number of special events
will be held at the Langham from
October 5 to 8, concluding with
a church service Sunday morning
at St. Andrew’s United Church. A
weekend pass for all workshops
and evening Gala events is available
until September 18 at 250-352-2661
or langham@netidea.com.
Tickets at the door, if available;
all other events by donation.
Significant moments in St.
Andrew’s history
In 1942, thousands of JapaneseCanadians were removed from the
coast and interned in the Kootenays.
It was a very traumatic time for
these people, as they left thriving
careers, good jobs and fine homes;
families were separated and all
were experiencing uncertainty and
fear about the future, along with the
many restrictions imposed on them.
Many of these internees were
settled in Kaslo, and amongst them
was the Rev. Kosoburo Shimuzu,
who had left a thriving United
Church congregation in Vancouver,
and found himself and family in this
small interior mining town.
Rev. Shimuzu approached Rev.
H. Armitage, who was the minister
of St. Andrew’s United at that time,
and was invited to use the church
for his services with members of
his Vancouver congregation who

were interned here. This was the
beginning of a very rich sharing and
mutual understanding between the
two congregations that developed
and continued while Rev. Shimuzu
and his congregation were here.
Some of these JapaneseCanadians remained in the area,
and have been valuable contributing
citizens. Kaslo was blessed with
the contributing support of Mrs.
Aya Higashi, both at St. Andrew’s
and as a school teacher. When a
fire destroyed the church hall, Mr.
Tommy Baba was the supervising
contractor. Kaslo has been enriched
by these and other Japanese-

Canadians who remained in this
area, worked and made their homes
here.
In 2009, a service of celebration
and dedication of a heritage plaque
was held with Rev. Shelley StickelMiles conducting the service,
and guest Dr. Sus Tabata and Aya
Higashi unveiling the plaque. This
brass plaque which is affixed at the
door of St. Andrew’s recognizes the
church as being a sanctuary for the
interned Japanese-Canadians from
1942-48.
Over the past several years,
during the Saddlebag Church
Services, St. Andrew’s congregation

has been fortunate to have as one of
their guest ministers Pastor George
Takashima from Lethbridge. As a
child, George would come to St.
Andrew’s services with his father,
and he has fond memories of that
time.
Over these past years, St.
Andrew’s has not forgotten the
blessings that came with these
Japanese-Canadian internees, and
they hold a significant place in this
church’s history. They left us with
their legacy of facing challenges
and moving forward, which is what
sustained them. St. Andrew’s has
adopted that same philosophy.

by Katrine Campbell
RCMP are looking for two men
and a suspect vehicle, a late ’90s
white GMC pickup or Suburban,
in connection with a breakin and theft at the Kaslo Legion
between Monday, September 4 and
Wednesday, September 6.
Constable Leo Turko said the
break-in was discovered at 8:30 am.
A large amount of cash and liquor
was stolen.
The thieves cut the phone
lines and disabled the alarm before
breaking a rear window and climbing
in. Once in, they removed the safe
and broke into the keno machine,
and kicked in a wall to gain access to
the storeroom where the liquor was.
“They smashed a window,
smashed a wall, took all the full
containers of alcohol, opened all the
doors from the inside and damaged
the locks, trashed the security system
panel,” says branch president Mary
Linn.
“They trashed the BC Lotteries
self-serve [keno] machine. There
was no money in there because we
empty it nightly. They broke into
a locked cupboard where we keep
extra pull tabs. They must have
known what they were doing because
they didn’t keep any.” (Pull tabs must
be cashed the day they are bought.)
“It seems they were there for
quite some time.”
“Now the Legion has to re-key
the locks,” Turko said. “There’s

a cost associated with fixing up
everything. In total, between what
was stolen and the damage, that’s
about a $10,000 loss the Legion will
have to suffer as a result.”
Asked if there could be any
connection between this incident and
the store break-in in New Denver
the following weekend, Turko said
the circumstances sounded similar
but he couldn’t say if there was a
connection.
“I don’t like having this stuff
happen in our community. When
people are successful they tend to
continue.”
Linn says they have insurance,
“which is a good thing,” but the
deductible is $1,000, “which is the
hard part. We were just starting to

almost break even.”
In addition to the cost of the
break-in, the Legion lost two days
of business.
Linn offers kudos to bar manager
Shelley Sutherland, who discovered
the mess.
“When she went to work
Wednesday morning she had to deal
with all of this stuff; I was out of the
country. She did a wonderful job of
contacting everybody – the RCMP,
Telus, the security company, the
locksmith, the local glass guy.”
Turko said the detachment is
looking for public assistance, and
asks that anyone with information
call CrimeStoppers at 1-800-2228477, or the Kaslo detachment at
250-353-2225 or on Facebook.

submitted
Join us in commemorating,
reflecting and celebrating the
achievements of Japanese Canadians
October 5-8 at the Langham in
Kaslo. This is the gala weekend of
the 75th anniversary of Japanese
Canadian WWII internment.
A variety of programs are
offered all evenings, with a film,
Sleeping Tigers - The Asahi Baseball
Story; performances; a ‘Certified
Mango’ concert; the theatrical play,
Japanese Problem; the Tasai Artist
Collective; Yamabiko Taiko Drum
Group; Freya duo; Minoru Kofu
Yamamoto; John Endo Greenaway;
Koko; Sean Arthur Joyce, a Haiku
Workshop; a panel discussion,
Landscapes of Injustice Project,
and Saturday cultural activities
for all ages, and a special service
at St. Andrew’s United Church on
Sunday, and more!
Call 250-353-2661 for a
Weekend Pass ($50 - $75)
or evening tickets – Thursday
Welcome Reception (Food, Haiku,

Film $10), Friday Gala Reception/
Performance with honoured guests
($22) and Saturday Certified Mango
concert and reception ($20). Tickets
available at Sunnyside Naturals,
Willow Home Boutique. All
other activities are by donation.
Domo arigato! Details: www.
thelangham.ca www.facebook.
com/thelangham/

2017: the 75th anniversary of Japanese-Canadian internment

Kootenay Lake Local Conservation Fund
Request for Proposals
The Kootenay Conservation Program (KCP) and Regional District of Central Kootenay (RDCK)
are seeking proposals for projects that will benefit conservation in the rural areas around
Kootenay Lake, specifically electoral areas A, D, and E within the RDCK.
The purpose of the Fund is to provide local financial support for important projects that will
contribute to the conservation of our valuable natural areas. Kootenay Lake Local Conservation
Fund (KLLCF) funding is available for conservation projects that result in the reduction to a
known threat to biodiversity. The themes for the Fund are water conservation, wildlife and
habitat conservation, and open space conservation.
Projects that are technically sound and effective, and provide value for money through
partnerships with other funders will be given priority. Proponents must be a registered not-forprofit organization, First Nations band or local government. Unqualified groups or organizations
may partner with a qualified organization. A Technical Review Committee will review project
proposals and make recommendations to the RDCK for final funding approval.
To apply for funding, go to www.kootenayconservation.ca and click on the Kootenay Lake Local
Conservation Fund tab. Review the Terms of Reference, paying particular attention to Section
8 – Fund Design and then apply using the application form provided.
The closing date for project submissions is 4:30 pm PDT November 1, 2017.
Project proposals must be delivered by email to info@kootenayconservation.ca.

Kaslo Legion trashed and robbed

75th anniversary of Japanese Canadian internment
commemorated October 5-8 at the Langham

Naoko Grace Nakamura, Yamabiko Taiko,
Kelowna
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

BUDDY’S PIZZA, KASLO: Awardwinning, hand-stretched artisan pizza.
250-353-2282.
THE TALKING SPADE: Garden Lore
from North Slocan Elders, has been
reprinted. Copies at Raven’s Nest or from
Anne @ 358-2666, annec@uniserve.
com. $25.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

HAVE YOU ALWAYS DREAMED about
starting your own business? If so, call
Community Futures to learn about the free
Business Plan workshop open to anyone! And
if you’re eligible, you may also qualify for the
Self-Employment Program, where you will
receive ongoing business training and coaching
and usually financial support while you start
your business. To learn more call 265-3674 ext.
201 or email Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.
THINKING OF STARTING, buying or
expanding your own business? If so, call
Community Futures offers business loans,
counseling & training; and delivers the
Self Employment program in the Arrow
& Slocan Lakes area. For more info leave
a message at 265-3674 ext. 201 or email
Nakusp@futures.bc.ca.

SUMMER HOURS
9 AM - 9 PM

CARD OF THANKS

NEW DENVER HOSPICE is extremely
grateful to the wonderful bakers, the
volunteers who gave their time organizing
and running our booth at the Garlic Fest,
and those who work so hard to make it all
happen. Thank you for your support in this
Hospice fundraiser.

COMING EVENTS

THE FRIDAY MARKET happens in
downtown New Denver every Friday, 10
am–2 pm – Fresh local produce, plants
and flowers, baking and handmade artisan
wares. For info: 250-358-2774.
3-FALL-FESTS-IN-1! Slocan Park
Community Fun Day, PRESS FEST
& Pickle Palooza! Sunday September
24, 10-4. Food, Vendors, Music, Kids
Games, Canning Contest and Apple
Pressing Service. INFO: kootenayfood.
com | facebook.com/KootenayFood | info@
kootenayfood.com | 250-355-0055 | Slocan
Park Hall Hwy 6
LUCERNE HARVEST FESTIVAL
2017 - September 27, 9:00-1:30 pm.
Garden clean-up, dancing, farm animals,
bicycle powered smoothies, seed saving,
face painting and soup. Free for all! Bring

CLASSIFIED ADS

harvest baking to share and items for the
Harvest Display.
INTER-GENERATIONAL COOKING
IS BACK! All ages cook and eat together.
Work with local guest experts to create
great new tastes, learn about eating healthy
on a budget and exploring recipes that
you can bring home to your family. On
Wednesday, September 27 we’ll tour the
food bank garden, and use garden fresh
cabbage to make sauerkraut and learn
about the great health benefits of ferments.
Expect to have your taste buds excited with
snacking of sauerkraut, sausage, bread and
cheese! Look forward to exploring micro
greens and raw foods, cooking from the
garden, proper preparation techniques
and delicious feasts!! The program runs
for ten Wednesdays 5 pm-7 pm at WEG
Community Service Society in Slocan. To
register & for more info, call WEGCSS
at 250-355-2484. Co-sponsored by the
Columbia Basin Alliance for Literacy.
ROBYN IRWIN IS RETURNING with
another CONTINUUM MOVEMENT
INTRO, Sunday, October 15, 1-5 pm,
Silverton FireHall (upstairs). http://
robynirwin.ca/about-continuum/ Early

Bird Rate $75 (if registered by September
27). Later Registration $90. Discover deep
resources of wisdom, health and inner
peace by engaging with the movement of
life that you are. No Experience Necessary,
For all Bodies. For more info & registration
phone or email Celesttina: 250-358-7267
chart7777@gmail.com.
CHUCKLEBERRY COMMUNITY
FARM offers workshops in Four Season
Gardening & Growing Great Garlic,
October 1 and Home-Based Micro-Green
Production, October 29. Great price- $65,
lunch included. See Facebook page or Call
Jon Scott at 250-359-6669.
HAIKU IN THE MOUNTAINS Thursday
October 5, kicks off the MEMORY
and REFLECTIONS - Langham’s
75th Anniversary of Japanese Canadian
Internment of WWII on Thankgsiving
weekend, Kaslo. This Japanese poetry
workshop with Sean Arthur Joyce (2-5
pm instruction) includes an introduction
to Haiku, with an optional evening
WELCOME Reception, with Japanese
food, film and an opportunity to read your
haiku. $35 Register 250-353-2661 or email
langham@netidea.com

H. A. Benson Inc.

Chartered Professional Accountant
119 Broadway Street
Box 780
Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
Phone: 250-265-3370 • Fax: 250-265-3375
Email: dalyce@habenson.ca

Bill Lander
REALTOR®
250-551-5652
bill@billlander.ca

Serving the Slocan Valley
for the 14th year.
Offices in Nakusp, Nelson,
Kaslo & Trail

New Market Foods
518 6th Ave • New Denver

250-358-2270 Fax: 250-358-2290
email: shopnewmarket@gmail.com
www.newmarketfoods.ca
Delivery available in the New Denver Silverton area.
For same day delivery call, email or fax by 2:00 pm.

Our hours are 7 days a week from 8:00 am to 6:00 pm

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50 REAL ESTATE
+ GST
Christina Harder
REALTOR®

Serving the Slocan Valley
DIRECT: 250-226-7007

Closed Sunday
Main Street, New Denver

250-358-2178

SLOCAN MASONIC LODGE meets
at Knox Hall in New Denver August,
September, October and November – every
fourth Friday of the month. We meet with
the Nakusp Lodge on December 9.

Your ad could
be hereOpenfor
only
Thurs - Sun
$11.00 + GST

WEDNESDAY-SUNDAY

Open Monday Saturday
10:30 am - 4:30 pm
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THE LANGHAM PRESENTS Shirley
Gnome Live Saturday September 30, 8
pm. International Fringe Fest Sensation,
Gnome is an award-winning cabaret
musician whose obscenely honest songs
and gorgeous voice will have you laughing
& blushing. $18 Willow and Sunnyside,
Kaslo. Doors 7:30 pm www.thelangham.ca
AUTUMN TONES - October 2, 2017 at 7
pm, Silverton Memorial Hall. A trio concert
featuring Sue Gould (Piano), Martine
denBok (Violin and Viola) and Nicola
Everton (Clarinet), presenting a program
from Classical to Klezmer. Admission by
donation.

306 Broadway Street, Box 40, Nakusp, BC V0G 1R0
250-265-3635 office • 250-265-4430 fax
www.selkirkrealty.com • christinaharder@royallepage.ca

Support the Valley Voice with a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30

Send Cheque to: Valley Voice, Box 70
New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

Certified by the Province of BC to test drinking water

Coldwell Banker Rosling Real Estate

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

GIFTS
slocan city
trading

buy • sell • trade
guitars • cars • art • antiques
• musical instruments
250-355-2299
9 to 5
Repair and refinish guitars,
furniture etc.
We buy guitars

Your ad could
be here for only
Kaslo Clothes Hanger
$11.00 + GST

Support the Valley Voice with
a voluntary subscription

Only $10-$30
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COMING EVENTS

KOOTENAY SENIORS FAIR, Monday,
October 2, 10 am - 3 pm. Prestige Lakeside
Resort, 701 Lakeside Drive, Nelson BC.
30+ community senior services, Fun
activities like chair yoga, belly dance and
more. Hearing screening, foot care & other
medical services on site. Hourly prize
draws. Completely FREE! Information and
transportation help info@nelsoncares.ca,
250-352-6011 ext. 23.
KASLO WELCOMES the Girls’
Empowerment Movement Program (GEM).
For self-identified girls ages 10-13. Art,
yoga, games, and fun activities over six
Saturdays: October 14-November 18, 11
am-3 pm. Cost: $30, subsidies available.
Info & to register, contact Raina Gardner:
gem@nelsonwomenscentre.com or 250352-9949.
STONE CARVING WORKSHOP
offered in New Denver. We are hosting
two Stone Carving Workshops with Frank
Bitonti (www.onepennyrocksculpting.
com) at 6575 Hwy 6, New Denver on
Sunday/ Monday, October 1-2 and Tuesday/
Wednesday, October 3-4, from 9 am to
5 pm. The cost is $150 = $1 per pound

of stone, per person. This includes all
stone, materials, tools and instruction. For
more information or to sign up for either
workshop, please contact Roni at 250-3587723 or email roni@ronidesign.com.
J O I N T H E S L O C A N VA L L E Y
HISTORICAL SOCIETY for its annual
general meeting on Thursday, September
28 at 7 pm in the WE Graham school
library in Slocan. Hear local author Art
Joyce present ‘Hidden in Plain Sight: The
Chinese in the West Kootenay.’ Admission
is by donation and refreshments will be
provided. Recruiting new members and
board directors.
KNOWING OMAR ABUKAR: HIS
ROOTS, FAMILY HISTORY & LIFE
STORY. Saturday, September 23, 7-9 pm,
Bosun Hall. A photo & talk presentation by
Somali refugee resident of New Denver.
Discussion to follow. All community
invited. Refreshments served. See article
this issue.

EDUCATION

ROYAL CONSERVATORY MUSIC
LESSONS for Violin, Viola and Piano.
Elizabeth Lupton: BMus., MMus., Ed.
Cert., BC Registered Music Teachers Assoc.

CLASSIFIED ADS

Teaching in KASLO and surrounding areas.
Contact 250-353-2250.
TELLING OUR LIFE STORIES - A
guided autobiography program for anyone
wanting to get some of their life stories
down on paper. Mondays, October 16 December 4, 10:00 -12:00 at Passmore
Lodge. This is a free program offered by the
Columbia Basin Alliance for Literacy. Call
Penny at 250-226-7605 to register.

FOR RENT

AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY: Selfcontained office space approximately 20’
x 25’. 210 Lake Ave. in Silverton. $325
per month + utilities. Call 250-358-2293.
NAKUSP SUITE FOR RENT in triplex
on acreage. 3 bedrooms, appliances.
Available. $725/month. 1-250-575-8867
or 1-250-863-0886.
EXECUTIVE HOME IN NAKUSP. 3
Bedroom, 2 bath. Granite, enclosed garage,
carport + off street parking. 5 appliances. 3
blocks from downtown, schools. 1-bedroom
suite attached. Periodically occupied. Nonsmoker. Refs required. $2000 / mo. plus
utilities. 1 yr. Lease. Available September
15. Send refs to tjg2127@telus.net.

FOR SALE

AFFORDABLE STEEL SHIPPING
CONTAINERS 20 ft. and 40 ft. sizes.
Kootenay Containers Sales & Rentals,
Castlegar. 250-365-3014.
4-PERSON CANOVA RIVER RAFT:
Older model German-made river raft, very
tough rubber. Good condition - floorboards
need minor repairs. Small outboard motor
attachment. Used by Valhalla Society
for bear research. $800. Contact Wayne
McCrory 250-358-7796 waynem@vws.org
QUEEN SIZE SIMMONS
BEAUTYREST ELITE EUROPILLOW
TOP MATRESS SET. Brand new - still
in original packaging. Original price:
$1,510.00 Asking price: $1,050.00. Phone:
250-265-4917.
HEAVY DUTY GENERAL ELECTRIC
washer and dryer for sale. $50 each, $100 a
pair. 358-2155 afternoon.

FREE

NEW: 3-4’ x 8’ ½” CHIPBOARD
PANELS. Phone 250-265-4917.

HEALTH

YOGA IN SILVERTON – THE
INWARD JOURNEY: Monday and
Thursday mornings 9-10:15. Honour your

Bikes, Skis,
Snowshoes
Sales and
Maintenance
Call Shon
250-265-3332
shonsbs@gmail.com

TOWING
Slocan Towing

Serving the Slocan Valley

The Valley Voice September 21, 2017
body by reducing stress, building strength,
flexibility and balance. Upper story of the
fire hall in Silverton. Only 5 minutes from
New Denver. Open to all levels. Come
and share mindfulness and the exultation
of inner flow.

HELP WANTED

KOKANEE PEAKS INTERIORS
is looking for experienced drywallers
and finishers for upcoming job in
Nakusp. September-November, possibly
longer. Send in resumes to tom_p@
kokaneepeaksinteriors.com or call 250352-5150.
ADMINISTRATIVE POSITION
AVAILABLE for managing the home
support and community living programs
in Arrow and Slocan Lakes area looking to
expand in Kootenays. Must be experienced
in coordinating programs, working as a
team leader and have some marketing skills
in developing new programs and extending
existing ones. Please send resumes to
Shirley Kosiancic at skosiancic@telus.net
or call/ text for more info 250-265-8040.
VOLUNTEERS NEEDED: Seeking
volunteers for Kootenay Seniors Fair on
October 2 in Nelson. Support seniors in

• BICYCLE

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST

ENVIRONMENT

24-Hour Towing & Recovery
Flatdeck Service
250-226-7084

info

Open 1 pm to 4:30 pm Tues. to Sat.

Support the Valley Voice with a
voluntary subscription
Only $10-$30
Send Cheque or Money Order to: The Valley Voice
Box 70 New Denver, BC V0G 1S0

ADVERTISING
Hand & Soul
Wellness Centre

202 Lake Avenue, Silverton

CHIROPRACTOR: Dr. Larry Zaleski

Over 30 years experience of Spinal Health Care
Silverton: Mondays & Friday afternoon – Winlaw &
Nakusp on Alternating Wednesdays (plus every 4th
Thursday afternoon in Winlaw)

COUNSELLOR: Sue Mistretta, M.A.

19 years experience helping clients working with anxiety,
depression, grief, self esteem, health crisis, life transitions
or simply are feeling stuck or uninspired.

Offices in Silverton & Winlaw

Call 250-358-2177 for appointments
Visit www.handandsoul.ca

Your ad could
be here for only
$11.00 + GST

Dr. Michael Brennan • Chiropractor
Over 10 years experience
Appointments can be scheduled by contacting
his Nelson office at 250-352-5135

Dr. Brennan comes to New Denver and Nakusp every week:
Slocan Community Health Centre on Tuesday Afternoons;
Arrow Lakes Hospital on Wednesday.
Offering Chiropractic, Concussion Management, Cold Laser Therapy,
Custom Orthotics, Auto Injury Care and many more services.

www.activebalancechiro.ca

Your ad
could be
here for
only $19.50
+ GST
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your community and have fun! All ages
and skills, students welcome! Shifts range
from 9 am to 3:30 pm: Set-up, info and
registration table staff, cyber support,
floaters, drivers, and more! To volunteer
call 250-352-6011, ext 23, or email info@
nelsoncares.ca. 250.352.6011, ext. 23, or
e-mail info@nelsoncares.ca

NOTICES

Sing HU for CALMNESS, protection,
healing and perspective. It’s for people of
all faiths, traditions and practices. Check
out eckankar-bc.ca/husong.

ARE ALCOHOL OR OTHER DRUGS
a problem in your life? AA, NA and
AL-ANON (family) meetings can help.
For information on AA: in New Denver,
358-7158; Nakusp, 265-4216; Kaslo, 3539617; Heart of the Slocan Valley, 551-4104;
Playmor Junction, 359-7310. For NA:
New Denver, 358-7265. For AL-ANON
(family): New Denver, 358-7904. Please,
if you can’t get through, try another number.
www.carpentercreeklastwishessociety.
ca provides information on preplanning
for death and advice for alternative funeral

CLASSIFIED ADS

arrangements. Ph: 250-358-2253.
NELSON & AREA ELDER ABUSE
PREVENTION Resource Centre: 250-3526008 NelsonElderAbusePrevention@gmail.
com/ www.nelsonelderabuseprevention.ca.
Drop-in Wednesdays 12-2 pm, 719 Vernon
Street, Nelson. Nelson and District Seniors
Coordinating Society.

PETS

PERSONALIZED DOG CARE –
WINLAW. Your dog’s home away from
home, no kennels, acres of fenced play area
and river swims. Call now to book your

Community farm hosts gardening workshops
submitted
Chuckleberry Community Farm,
known as a micro-green and basil producer
for the West Kootenay, is now offering
workshops on four season gardening,
growing great garlic and year-round microgreen production.
“I’m inspired to share our discoveries
about how to live life more sustainably by
growing our own food all year round, and
it’s really not that hard,” says Chuckleberry

founder Jon Scott.
This fall Chuckleberry will host two
workshops with a focus on more sustainable
living through high yield food production.
Scott has been facilitating relationalbased personal growth workshops and
individual counselling for 25 years here in
the Kootenays.
The workshops take place at
Chuckleberry Community Farm, nestled
on a south-facing mountainside in sunny

submitted
Seniors and their friends and families
are invited to a day of fun activities and
informative vendor tables at the third
annual Kootenay Seniors Fair. The fair
is being held Monday, October 2 at the
Prestige Lakeside Resort & Convention
Centre, 701 Lakeside Drive in Nelson.
Doors open at 10 am and the event
runs until 3 pm. There is no charge for
admission and all activities and services
are free.
In addition to more than 30
community services vendors, there will
be on-site health services including
hearing screening, foot care check-ups,

and chair massage. The day will also
include fun activities like chair yoga,
tai chi, and belly dance lessons, and a
café area where attendees can visit with
friends, and enjoy a free cup of coffee or
tea. There will also be great door prizes
donated by local merchants and artisans.
The organizers can also help with
transportation to and from the Seniors
Fair – this year including Kootenay
Carshare’s wheelchair-accessible van
for seniors with mobility challenges!
Call Dana at 250-352-2708, ext.10 to
arrange a ride. For more information call
250-352-2708 or email seniorsproject@
nelsoncares.ca.

Get ready for the free Kootenay Seniors Fair

Beasley, only a 15-minute drive from
Nelson. The farm operation is compact,
and has many outdoor insulated raised
beds topped with poly greenhouses. The
main building is a 2,000 square ft. zeronet energy solar community centre which
houses the community kitchen, dining and
meeting rooms as well as the indoor hightech micro-green production room.
Each workshop is from 10 am to 4:30
pm and will include a delicious organic
buffet lunch prepared on site with many
ingredients picked freshly from the gardens
by Chuckleberry chef Maxi. Maxi also
entertains with live music during lunch.
Four Season Gardening & Growing
Great Garlic Workshop, October 1; $120
value for $65 (subsidized by Columbia
Basin Trust).
Learn how to create your own highyield 4-season intensive gardens; build
insulated raised-bed hoop houses; create
nutrient-rich soils and compost; make and
use Bokashi for composting indoors; do
green manure cropping; and grow great
garlic.
Home-Based Micro-green Production
Workshop, October 29; $120 value for $65
(subsidized by CBT).

dog’s vacation. 1-250-448-6553, www.
barknrollinn.com.
90 DAYS TO A BETTER DOG: Build
focus for you, have fun. Learn more at
www.proudofmydog.ca

SERVICES

SAVE MONEY @ PETER’S WINDOWS
& DOORS with energy-efficient windows,
doors and siding by Gentek. We are the
exclusive dealer of long lasting, high
performing windows by Gentek. We also
have lots of wood and metal doors in stock.
Now selling Gentek siding. 1-250-399-0079.
Learn how to build your own simple
micro-green growing unit; effectively
compost using Bokashi so you can re-use
your soil; grow and harvest high quality
micro-greens; source great recipes with
micro-greens.
More details are on the Chuckleberry
Community Farm Facebook page. You may
register for these workshops or also find
workshop details posted on our website
located at: www.chuckleberrycommunity.
ca.
If you wish to talk to someone about
our workshops, please contact Jon directly
at (250) 359-6669.

Next Valley Voice
Deadline:
September 29,
2017
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SLOCAN VALLEY RECREATION

En Plein Air Watercolour: Capture fall
colours with well-known artist Evelyn
Kirkaldy. Sun, Oct 1, 9:30am-12:30pm.
$45. Passmore Hall.
Pottery-Surface Design & Decoration:
Sat, Oct 21, 11am-5pm $149. Materials
and firing incl.
Fall Mushroom Expedition: Sat, Oct 14,
10:30am-3:30pm. $45/adult, $20/under 12.
Infant Massage: Thurs, Oct 5-26, 1011am. $25. Slocan Park Hall.

226-0008 • WWW.RDCK.BC.CA

Tim Reilly

Suite 3, 622 Front St
Nelson, BC Vll 4B7
C: (250)551-6584
Licensed Residential Builder & General Contractor
Design • Project Management • Building Services
www.trctimberworks.com

Highland Creek
Contracting
• Excavating • Dump truck •
Premium garden soil • Lawn
installation • Landscaping

Call for a estimate
Pete Schwartz

250-358-2199

cell: 250-505-4347

highlandcreekcontracting@gmail.com

BUSINESS DIRECTORY

CONSTRUCTION • HOME • GARDEN

HARDWOOD FLOORS
WHOLESALE
• Registered Septic System
designer and installer •
• Ready Mix Concrete •
• Lock Blocks • Drain Rock •
• Road Crush • Sand & Gravel •
• Dump Trucks • Excavator •
• Crusher • Coloured Concrete •
• Site Preparation •
Box 1001, Nakusp, BC, V0G 1R0
Ph. 265-4615 • vieirac@telus.net

Safety, Service, Satisfaction
Installation and maintenance

jim@jemsgas.com
MADDEN TIMBER CONSTRUCTION, INC.
HPO Licenced Builder & Red Seal Carpenter
TimberFrame Homes
Stairs, Interior Finishing, Drywall
Concrete and Excavation
Roofing and Siding
Custom Design
Wood and Timber Sales
dave@maddentimber.com

250 265 1807

HALL LUMBER
& BUILDING SUPPLIES
Open Mon, Tues, Wed, Fri & Sat
10 am to 5 pm
PHONE 250-269-0043
Find us at 280 Lower Inonoaklin Rd.
Edgewood, BC

Nakusp Redi-Mix

serving the Kootenays since 1973

New Crushed Gravel
Edgewood • Nakusp • Trout Lake • Kaslo

DAVE WEATHERHEAD
250-265-4311 (ph)
nakuspredimix@gmail.com

CONSTRUCTION
FOUNDATIONS • ROOFING • RENOVATIONS

Specializing in Timber Framing
Cell: 250-265-8503 Home: 250-265-2278

Residential & commercial
cabinet work.
Winlaw, BC

250.226.7441

www.leafcabinetry.com

(250) 551-TIME (8463)

www.manciaconstruction.ca

INTERIOR & EXTERIOR

Leaf Cabinetry

mobile

• BONDED Journeyman carpenter
• HPO Licenced Builder #42639

Darrell A. Olsen
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR

Tyler Paynton • 250.777.3654 • silverridgeearthsnow@hotmail.com

1730 Hwy 3, Selkirk Spring Building
dan@canadiangardensupply.com

Alex Joseph

Crescent Bay
Construction Ltd.
Nakusp, BC • Ph. 250 265-3747 • Fx. 250 265-3431
• Email cresbay@telus.net

Castlegar
250-304-2911

Electrical Contracting Ltd

Kent & Arlene Yardcare Services
Free Estimates
358-2508 • 358-7785 • 505-8210
wyofonoff1@yahoo.ca

Eric Waterfield — Septic Planning/Installation

Indoor Garden
Supplies

Wired by Alex

250-358-7721

K&A

SOLID 3 ¼ x ¾ OR ENGINEERED. 6 PLY. TOP
WEAR 2 mm-5” WIDE PREFINISHED ALUMINUM OXIDE, SMOOTH OR BRUSHED. $4.59
SF PLT. AVAILABLE IN 6”-7 ½” – 8 ¾” WIDE.
INFLOOR HEAT COMPATIBLE. 25 YEARS
GUARANTEE. AND MUCH MORE.
AT JUAN’S 1503 HWY 3A
THRUMS (CASTLEGAR) BC
250-399-6377 Mon-Sat 8:30 am - 5 pm

• Power Trowel • Concrete Finishing
• Concrete Stamping and Acid
Staining • Forming • Tile Setting
• Cultured & Natural Stone Installation
CREATIVE MASONRY SOLUTIONS
FOR YOUR HOME AND BUSINESS

Patrick Baird

250-354-8562

elementconcrete.ca

RESIDENTIAL & COMMERCIAL

Box 595 Nakusp, BC
Cell: 250-265-1342
VOG 1R0		
Phone: 250-265-4621
email: darrellolsen@nakusp.net

MEN with BROOMS
CHIMNEY SWEEPS

250-265-4134

Insurance Inspections & Installations
of Wood Burning Appliances
WETT Certified • WorkSafe BC
Bonded • Insured

Jim Pownall
& Co.

LOG & TIMBER
FRAME HOMES
Crane Service

New Denver • BC
250-358-2566
jpownall@telus.net
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Contractor chosen for Winlaw area mosquito control feasibility study
by Jan McMurray
The RDCK will award the contract
for the feasibility study on mosquito
control in the Winlaw area to Morrow
Bioscience Ltd, likely by the end of
this week.
Uli Wolf, General Manager of
Environmental Services at the RDCK,
said the Regional District has a good
working relationship with the company,
which has been managing mosquito
control programs in the Meadow Creek
and Pineridge areas of Area D (North
Kootenay Lake).
Wolf said the study will determine
the candidate areas for treatment, the

cost, and identify a benefitting area
from a potential program. Based on that
benefitting area the area of taxation for
a service will be established.
Once the study has been completed,
Wolf said it would be presented to the
public at a meeting.
“There is no reason for us to rush
this,” Wolf said. “The very earliest this
program could be in place is 2019.”
Because the mosquito control
program would involve taxation,
electoral assent must be obtained, either
through a referendum or an alternative
approval process. “I’m quite certain
that an issue as controversial as this one

would go to referendum,” Wolf said.
The most cost-effective way to
hold a referendum is in conjunction
with an election. Local government
elections are scheduled for October
20, 2018.
Back in 2003, a referendum on
mosquito control in Winlaw was
defeated by a clear majority. More
recently, however, a petition calling
for a mosquito control program was
submitted to the RDCK with 200
signatures. So at its August board
meeting, the RDCK decided to
commission the feasibility study.
There are signs that the issue will

once again divide the community. A
petition opposing mosquito control
came out to counter the petition in favour.

Copies of both petitions disappeared
from some of the businesses where they
were available to sign.

by Jan McMurray
New road building, and
improvements to Glacier Creek and
Duncan River Forest Service Road are
expected to be finished by the end of
September, making way for a timber
sale that will be advertised soon and
awarded in October.
A Ministry of Forests, Lands
and Natural Resource Operations
spokesperson says the timber sale
will include four cutblocks, and the
successful bidder will have three years
to finish the harvesting. Block sizes are
18 hectares; 22.1 hectares; 31.9 hectares;
and 6.8 hectares.
The method of harvesting
prescribed is conventional/ ground
skidding for approximately 40% of the
block area, while 60% of the harvest
area is prescribed for cable yarding.
The blocks will be clearcut, with reserve
timber retained in each to provide
protection for other forest values such as
wildlife features, terrain stability, water,
and visual quality objectives.
The road work necessary for access
to the timber sale has been underway
since fall 2016. The ministry reports that
a new 4.5-kilometre-long road is almost
complete. Improvements to the existing

Glacier Creek and Duncan River Forest
Service Roads (FSRs) included road
brushing, widening, surfacing, signage
and drainage additions.
In the ‘canyon’ area of Glacier
Creek FSR, which has had ongoing
slope movement for many years, the
ministry spokesperson says BCTS
has implemented geotechnical
recommendations to stabilize steep
cut slopes and to remove overhead
material. This fall, BCTS plans to
install a remote monitoring system here,
which is expected to provide more and
better data to help manage this section
of road during times of potential slope
movement.
The ministry spokesperson added
that the licensee will need to construct
about two kilometres of short-term,
temporary standard road within the
blocks, as needed, to suit operations.
The majority of the short-term road
will be rehabilitated upon conclusion of
operations, he said.
Further harvesting, directly next to
these first four blocks, cannot be done
until the legal status of ‘green up’ has
been achieved, the spokesperson said.
It is anticipated that this criteria will not
be achieved for at least 10 years.

Timber sale in Glacier Creek
drainage to be awarded in October

The Johnson’s Landing water project is past the halfway point. After five years of planning,
the project received funding under a shared cost agreement between the federal government,
the provincial government, the RDCK and local Johnson’s Landing residents who will benefit
from the new water system. Construction officially began in mid June, after receiving permits
from the Ministry of Forests, Lands and Natural Resource Operations to build this system on
Crown land. If the weather holds, the project is expected to be completed this fall. There’s a
five-member paid crew and many volunteers working on the project.

In Memory of
Kathy Michelle
Siegmund (née
Simmons)
April 14, 1969 July 27, 2017
Kathy Michelle Simmons
Siegmund was born on
April 14, 1969 in Nelson,
Canada and grew up in Slocan, BC, Canada. After school
she moved to Germany with her husband, Andreas, to start
her family. A few years later they moved to Texas, where
she lived the remainder of her life and made many friends.
She was diagnosed with Stage IV cancer in June 2016 and
devoted her life to fighting the cancer. On July 27, 2017, at
only 48 years old, her fight was over. She is survived by her
husband Andreas; her daughters, Alena and husband Jovany,
Karina and husband Tony; her grandson, Niko; her parents,
Jerry and Pat; her sisters, Rochelle and Rebecca; her brother,
Joel and wife Dawn; her puppies, Tazer and T-Rex, and her
horses Rumor and Dolcetto.
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Kaslo youth present climate change petition to MPs
submitted
Recent LV Rogers grads Alyssa
Taburiaux and Linn Murray know
climate change is affecting them now
and will impact their futures. With that
in mind, the pair drafted a petition asking
for action on global warming and asked
Kootenay-Columbia MP Wayne Stetski
to present the petition in the House of
Commons.
It asks for a detailed climate action
strategy that includes science-based
targets for greenhouse gas reduction
with a plan to meet them. It also requests
a comprehensive and steadily rising
national carbon price and elimination
of fossil fuel subsidies, with redirection
of investments into renewable energy
systems, energy efficiency, low-carbon
transportation, and job training.
“The idea for this petition came
when we were in Ottawa lobbying for
climate solutions last November,” said
Murray, 17. “We heard from MPs from

all parties that climate change is an
urgent issue. But many of them feel they
aren’t hearing from enough Canadians to
support the kind of bold actions that are
required to seriously address the issue,
and are tied down by partisanship.”
“We hope that this petition from our
youth perspective will give them pause
to reflect that this is an urgent issue that
directly impacts our generation,” added
Taburiaux, 18. “Our actions or inactions
today will be felt for generations.”
Stetski was extremely receptive to
the presenting the petition.
“There is no doubt that our young
people are going to face many challenges
due to the effects of climate change,”
said Stetski. “Having youth as part of
this conversation is incredibly important
and I look forward to presenting this
petition and bringing their calls for real
action from the government to the floor
of Parliament.”
The petition had already been

presented once in Parliament by South
Okanagan-West Kootenay MP Richard
Cannings. As more signatures are
gathered, he offered to present it again.
The petition calls on the House of
Commons to fulfill Canada’s obligations
under the Paris Agreement. It states that
youth are concerned that current actions
of the Federal government are failing
to meet those commitments, leaving
them with an uncertain future in which
they can grow, survive, and thrive. The
young petitioners stress that “youth
want jobs that are sustainable – not for
short-term gain at the expense of future
generations.”
Taburiaux and Murray, both heading
to Selkirk College this fall, have been
very active members of the local chapter
of Citizens’ Climate Lobby (CCL).
Their travel expenses to Ottawa were
crowdfunded by many donations from
the community.
Taburiaux enjoys her work as a

submitted
• Enrolment is close to what
was forecast in June, with a total of
436 students in the district. Nakusp
Secondary has a grad class of 29;
Lucerne has zero students in grade 12.
• Brent Cook is the new viceprincipal and intermediate teacher
at Edgewood Elementary, Mike
Hibberson is now the principal at
Nakusp Elementary, and Nicholas
Graves is principal at Lucerne.
• This year, the bus route to
Lucerne is picking up students from
Hills to Enterprise Creek as more
families are living in the southern
reaches of the district again. Due to
some challenges around length of ride,
the route has recently been altered to
allow less time on the bus for the Red
Mountain/Enterprise Creek students.
Parents on both the Hills/Rosebery and
southern end of the route are happy
with the changes.
• In mid-May, the district submitted
an application to the Ministry of
Education for money from the
Classroom Enhancement Fund to hire
additional teachers to restore class size
and composition as per the Supreme
Court Decision. Unfortunately, the
Ministry only awarded SD 10 funding
for a .6 FTE teacher librarian and
overhead costs; actual funding will be
determined through the submission in
October based on payroll costs. No
further CEF funding was allowed, as
the district did not have specific class
size and composition language as part
of the Collective Agreement in 2003.
School District 10 is therefore
one of the few districts in BC which
received no funding for additional
classroom teachers and which will
receive less funding than in the
previous funding model.
• The Agricultural Land
Commission has submitted its final
review of the Fauquier school property
and denied the requested exclusion
from the Agricultural Land Reserve,
while approving subdivision of the
land into a smaller-sized lot. Susan
Brenna-Smith, the district’s assistant
secretary-treasurer, is working with
the RDCK on lot size variance, and
the district has begun the subdivision

process. The plan remains for the
Fauquier School building to remain
as an asset for the community, and
for the District to sell the remaining
parcel of land.
• Kindergarten to grade 9 students
are immersed in the second year of the
implementation of the redesigned BC
curriculum, while in grade 10-12, the
first year of official ‘exploration’ of the
curriculum takes place. BC has also
redesigned provincial assessments:
a redesigned fundamental skills
assessment for grades 4 and 7 will be
in place in November, while a new
graduation years numeracy assessment
is slated to be in place.
• Our cross-district project
integrating Design Thinking: Making a
Difference in the World into classrooms
across SD 10, and featuring residencies
with 13 local artists, tradespeople,
crafters and builders is now complete.
A short documentary film on this
Design Thinking Initiative can be seen
at sd10.bc.ca/video and on our SD 10
YouTube Channel. Thanks to all the
students, and the many talented local
artists and tradespeople for sharing
their passions with our young people,
and to Sheena Delong for her artful
coordination.
Children and youth learned critical
and creative thinking skills and created
everything from inspiring sculptures
to mouth-watering pasta. We hope
to continue the design thinking
foundations as this is a key part of the
new K-12 Applied Skills and Design
Technology curriculum.
• The six school districts in the
Kootenay-Boundary region (SD 5,
6, 8, 10, 20, 51) have been working
for the past two years on shared goals
around environmental education. The
Kootenay Boundary Environmental
Education Network is coordinated
by the KB Chapter of the BC School
Superintendents’ Association, with
members Lorna Newman and Terry
Taylor both on the KBEE Steering
Committee.
• Erika Momeyer was selected
to be the Kootenay representative
for the World Environment Congress
held in Vancouver September 9-12.
This international conference features

environmental gurus including Dr.
David Suzuki and Dr. Wade Davis
from Canada, and researchers from
around the world.
• Teacher Dorian Boswell and
the Burton Outdoor Education and
Entrepreneurship Academy program
have recently purchased eight new
canoes, paddles and gear for use by
all students in the school district, all
safely stored in the BAS canoe trailer
purchased two years ago. The canoes
and gear were bought with the profits
of the students’ very successful small
business selling and marketing fishing
flashers and EZ Lighter fire starter kits.

SD 10 superintendent’s report: enrolment holds steady

climate activist because she says CCL is
different “in the way it pushes for change
by creating mutual understanding and
finding common ground. It is about
treating all people and opinions with
respect, and empowering citizens to
speak up and use their political and
personal powers.”
“From my experience, the youth at
CCL are highly informed, passionate,
and skilled, and feel strongly that
collaboration across party lines is the
best way to tackle climate change,”
says Murray.
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The federal government is officially
required to respond to the requests in
a Parliamentary Petition. Formatting
and wording are extremely particular;
Taburiaux and Murray say they are
grateful for guidance from Cannings’
office, as well as other members of the
local CCL chapter.
With this summer’s epic smoke,
wildfires, hurricanes and floods, people
are waking up to the true risks of climate
change. For more information on the
petition, please contact Laura Sacks at
ccl.westkootenay@gmail.com.
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